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A B S T R A C T
X-ray diffraction topography, using both conventional and 
synchrotron sources, has been employed to reveal, to a resolution 
of 1 /im, internal structural imperfections in diamonds from Brazil. 
Many of these diamonds were found to be twinned; and X-ray studies 
have been made of twinned diamonds from Brazil and elsewhere, in 
order to elucidate the mechanisms of twinning in diamond. Numerous 
X-ray tooographs have been taken of contact twins (macles), inter­
penetrant cubes and multiple twins. The well collimated beam of
j
synchrotron radiation at the SERC Daresbury Laboa^tory has proved 
most useful in revealing, in the forward reflexion Laue photographs, 
small twinned regions of diamonds ; the presence of which would have 
been missed by conventional methods. '
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C H A P T E R  I
INTRODUCTION
This work is the result of the X-ray examination of fifty-nine 
diamonds, thirty-six of which were twinned crystals, of varied 
provenance. Eighteen crystals were on loan from the Diamond Trading 
Comoany (seventeen twins), twenty-four diamonds came from Brazil 
(four twins), six from the stock of Dr. M. Moore, seven on loan from 
Dr. A. Seager, Birkbeck College and four on loan from Dr. G. Woods,
CSO Valuations Ltd.
About a thousand X-ray topographic experiments were performed, 
and the results presented here are just a selection of them.
In Chapter II a review of the literature on twinned crystals 
is presented, with special emphasis on the twinning in diamond.
Chapters IIP and IV describe briefly the techniques used in 
this work* X-ray diffraction topography and synchrotron radiation 
tonography and include the use of a microcomputer to plot rocking' 
curves and to nlot Laue diagrams and index Laue patterns.
Chapter V details the method used by the author on examining 
these crystals.
Chanter VI nresents some results of the studies on contact 
twins, with a lozenge habit being examined in Chapter VIII.
Chanter VII gives the results of the investigations on Brazilian
diamonds, in particular on two twinned crystals.
r .
Chapter IX deals with the rarer habit of the interpenetiant 
cubes of twinned diamond crystals.
10
Chapter X concludes the thesis with the publications : 
"Twinning in Diamond : An X-ray Topographic Study" by W. G. Machado 
and Moreton Moore, presented before the XII Congress of the Inter - 
national Union of Crystallography, published on Acta Crystallografica, 
A37 (S) I C-243, 1981,and "On the Variation of X-ray Diffraction 
Contrast with Wavelength: A Study with Synchrotron Radiation" by 
A.R.Lang, A.P.W.Makepeace, M.Moore and W.G.Machado, published on 
Journal of Applied Crystallography, 16 t 113-125, in the Appendix.
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C H A P T E R  II
TWINNED CRYSTALS
2.1 Definitions.
Crystals are said to be twinned if they are composed of two 
or more portions that have certain specific orientations with respect 
to each other (BARRETT & MASSALSKI I98O).
Let A and B be two parts of a twin. They are either congruent 
or enantiomorphous, so that a rotation will bring B to coincide either 
with A or with its mirror image. In either case as a lattice is always 
centre-symmetric, the lattice of B is congruent to that of A and can 
be brought to coincide with it by a rotation. There is only one such 
rotation in the triclinic case, whereas several rotations exist in 
other cases. If all the possible rotations'‘are analytically determined 
at least one is a r^ btation of 180°, 120°, 90° or 60° about a row, or
a rotation of 180° about the normal to a net. In the first case the
row is chosen as the twin axis; in the second case the net is chosen
as the twin ulane. When the indices of one of the rotation axes are
integers, this axis is the twin axis. If they are not one must find 
whether there is a net normal to the axis; if there is such a net, 
this net is the twin plane. I-^ no such net exists, that is, if the 
indices of the plane normal to the axis are not integers, the rotation 
under consideration must be discarded as a twin operation (dONNAY &
li n
DONNAY 196?).
Twinned crystals are usually designated as contact or penetration 
twins. Contact twins seem to have a definite surface separating the
12
two individuals. If this surface appears to be a plane it is called 
the composition (or contact) plane. Penetration twins seem to be 
made up of interpenetrating parts witha more complicated looking 
composition surface.
Repeated or multiple twins are composed of three or more 
parts twinned according to the same law. If all the successive 
composition surfaces are peirallel the resulting group is a poly­
synthetic twin. If successive composition planes are not parallel 
but related by a rotation axis a cyclic twin results (HURLBUT,JR & 
KLEIN 1977).
The first attempt to explain the character of the composite 
crystals, of spinel and cassiterite, was made by Rome' de I'Isle who 
used the word 'made ' to describe the crystals we know as twins. 
Werner employed the word 'Zwilling' and HaÜy used the perhaps more 
descriptive term 'hemitrope' (from the Greek for half-a-turn)(LEWIS 
1999).
2.2 Friedel Rules.
FRIEDEL (1926) classified twins into four types:
a) Twinning by merohedry. Merohedry implies that each part 
of the twin has fewer faces than it would have if the structure had 
the highest symmetry possible for the lattice on which it is based. 
Thus the merohedral species pyrite is cubic but belongs to the class 
(2/m)3, while its lattice, which always possesses the highest symmetry 
possible for the corresponding crystal system, has the symmetry 
(4/m)3(2/m). The lattice therefore has a plane of symmetry parallel 
to (110) but the structure does not. Pyrite is often found twinned 
with (110) as twin plane, in the form of contact or more usually
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penetration twins. Dauphine twinning in quartz is another example of
twinning hy merohedry.
b) Twinning by lattice merohedry. Here the lattices of the two 
individuals are not in parallel orientation but a multiple lattice 
exists which continues without disturbance from one individual to 
the other. This single continuous lattice is sometimes called the 
lattice of coincidence sites, or simply coincidence lattice (KRONBERG 
& WII5QN 1949). The reciprocal of a fraction of the lattice points in 
each individual forming the coincidence lattice is called the twin 
index. The growth twins in diamond are of this type. The term reticular 
merohedry is applied to this kind of twinning because the coincidence 
lattice possesses one or more symmetry elements that the lattices of 
the individuals do not possess. However the lattice and the structure 
of each individual possess other symmetry elements which are not shared 
by the coincidence lattice - here is a distinction from the preceding 
case. Taking for example a face-centred cubic element with (ill) as 
twin and contact plane ELLIS & TREUTING (-19Î5I) showed that the 
coincidence lattice^has symmetry planes parallel to (ill), (ll2),
(211) Sind (121) which sire not symmetry places in the face-centred 
cubic lattice - they could not be twin planes if they were. However 
the coincidence lattice does not have four-fold symmetry while the 
face-centred cubic lattice does. The identity between ELLIS &
TREUTING's approach,and that of FRIEDEL was pointed out by WHITWHAM
et al. (1951).
c) Twinning by pseudo-merohedry. This is an extension of the 
first case. Instead of the lattice possessing a symmetry element
[i
which the structure does not, the lattice of each individual only 
possesses extra elements of pseudo-symmetry. It is found empirically 
(Mallard's law) that all twins of this type can be accurately described
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in terms of a twin plane parallel to a lattice plane which is almost 
a symmetry plane of the lattice, or in terms of a twin axis, parallel 
to a lattice row which is almost a symmetry axis of the crystal 
structure. As an example we have the albite twins. Albite is a 
triclinic feldspar pseudo-monoclinic since the b axis is almost normal 
to the a and c sixes. Thence (OlO) is a pseudo-symmetry plane and [OlO] 
a pseudo-symmetry axis, and twins with a (OlO) twin plane (Albite law) 
and with a [OlO] twin axis (Pericline law) are very common.
d) Twinning by reticular pseudo-merohedry. This kind of twinning 
bears the same relation to twinning by reticular merohedry as twinning 
by pseudo-merohedry bears to that by strict merohedry. Here it is a 
multiple lattice which has pseudo-symmetry, and the points of this 
multiple lattice in one individual when extrapolated into the other 
coincide approximately with the points of a multiple lattice in the 
latter. An example is aragonite, the orthoAombic polymorph of calcite. 
Morphologically the crystal is pseudo-hexa,^nal and the pseudo-symmetry 
plane (llO) acts as a twin plane. The reason why aragonite comes under 
the heading of reticular rather than simple^  pseudo-merohedry is that 
its lattice is not G-face centred; if it were then the crystal lattice 
itself and not just,a multiple of it would be pseudo-hexagonal (CAHN 
195^). .
2.3 Genesis of a twin and growth. ^
Many ideas have been proposed to explain the origin and 
growth of a twin; and unlike the geometrical and structural features 
accounted for by Friedel rules, there is no certain theory supported 
by experimental evidence capable of clarifying the genesis and growth 
of a twin. This section is an attempt to put together some of these
15
ideas, especially applied to diamond twins, and later confront them 
with the experimental results shown in this work.
a) Buerger proposal. GIBBS (I9Q6) had already said that a stable 
crystal represents the lowest free energy state of that collection of 
atoms. BUERGER (1945) applied this idea to twins and concluded that 
the twin boundary represents a departure from the configuration of 
least free energy of the rest of the crystal. Assuming the two indivi­
duals of a twinned crystal do not arise independently of one another, 
the most probable orientations are such as to provide the greatest 
number of structural elements in common, which in turn provides reduced 
interfacial energy. If the energy of an atom is then considered as a 
sum of a series of terms each representing the energy of that atom 
with respect to other atoms in the configuiation (the summation being 
carried out to all atoms in the configuration), and since energy, in 
general, decreases very rapidly with distance, the energy summation
I <  I
often converges rapidly. The nearest neighbours, therefore, are the
\f
highest contributors to the summation. Thus the first coordination
]
sphere of an atom determines the largest part of its energy, the
] ■ :
second coordination sphere modifies this sum somewhat, and higher
coordination spheres modify the energy sum to a lesser and lesser
extent. Thence a twin exists by virtue of the fact that atoms in the
structure permit more than one linking of themselves consistent with
their immediate coordination requirements, giving rise to two
different configurations ; one of these represents the structure and
its continuation, the other represents a transition to a twin
configuration. If we think of the growth of a crystal as the deposition
of atoms or clusters of atoms on the growth surface, twinning could
be an accident of this process. If the twinned position of the atom
or cluster is structurally possible and the energy state of the twin
16
boundary is not too high, the arrival of subsequent atoms or clusters 
coordinating themselves with the already twinned atoms could make the 
twin persist and therefore, under near-equilibrium conditions, layer 
upon layer could be deposited and the crystal could grow as a twin.
b) Slawson approach. Diamond twins according to a (ill) twin 
law and SLAWSON (1950) discussed this particular twin formation. 
Representing four layers of atoms in the normal and twinned position 
with the octahedral face horizontally, SLAWSON showed that all 
primary bonds are completely satisfied and no free energy develops 
at the interface as a result of the relative positions of the B and 
G layers (see Fig.2.1 below).
Fig. 2.1 Four layers of atoms in,normal (left)
Euid twinned (right) positions. From SLAWSON (1950)•
The twin plane is parallel to (ill) but cannot be definitely 
localized, because the B and C levels of atoms may be considered as 
lying in either of the two individuals. If the twin plane is, for the 
purposes of discussion, located between the B and G levels, the 
adjacent octahedral surfaces of both individuals, normal and twinned, 
consist of carbon atoms arranged in equilateral triangular patterns 
held together loy bonds normal to the surface. SLAWSON asserted that 
both the primary and secondary coordinations are identical in both
17
the normal and twinned positions, and that variation is introduced 
only in the tertiary coordinations which would have a remote and 
unlikely influence. If an atom in the G level of the normal 
structure be taken as a centre and the G and D levels rotated by 
30°, a structure identical to the twinned structure would be developed. 
Therefore in the growth of a crystal by accretion on an octahedral 
surface, a discrete aggregate of ordered atoms drifting towards 
the octahedral surfaice would have two positions, 60° apart, in 
which it could attach itself to the crystal. The distribution 
patterns,of surface energy on the contacting surfaces would determine 
which of the two positions, normal or twinned, would be chosen. The 
two outermost layers of atoms, one on each surface, are identical 
and would make identical contributions to tke surface energy, but 
the layers of atoms immediately below the surface would exercise a 
considerable influence upon the patterns of energy. Also the 
environment in which the crystal was growing would play a part in 
determining whether the arriving atoms would join the nucleus in a 
normal or twinned orientation.
I
c) Ellis and, Treuting discussion. EILIS & TREUTING (I951) 
considered that diamond twinning may be represented by an suigularly 
equivalent rotation of 70^32' about a [110] ’axis. Figure 2.2 shows 
a projection of the twinned diamond cubic lattice. In this case a 
scetion of the lattice has been rotated through 70°32* to bring an 
original [ll^ direction into coincidence with the [1Î2] direction.
The latter is the intercept on the (llO) projection of the (111) 
plane. The diamond cubic lattice may be construed as two inter­
penetrating face-centred cubic lattices. Its (ill) planes recur 
in a sequence of alternately short and long interspacings, viz.
1/4 and 3/4 of the body diagonal of an fee lattice. Gonsequently
18
—-6 »
Fig. 2.2 Larger dots represent atoms in one fee 
strueture, smaller dots atoms of the displaeed fee 
strueture forming the diamond strueture. White dots 
represent pre-twinning sites. Diamond twinning, (llO) 
projeetion.
a mirror plane for twinning eannot be a edmposition plane, that is, 
the plane on whieh the two individuals meet, but must be the biseetor 
of one of the spaeings. When the longer spaeing is seleeted, the 
closest distance of approach across the mirror plane in the [ill] 
direction is identical with that in the untwinned structure. Periodi­
cally recurring (111) planes are found on which there is coincidence 
of atom sites of the twinned and normal orientations ; there is such 
coincidence on two adjacent planes in every six. At the twinning inter­
face there is on each side of the mirror plane a (111) plane of atoms 
common to both twin components. Conceivably there is little influence
19
on a plane of atoms about to be adhered to such a pair of coincidence 
planes, whether it be laid down in a normal or in a twinned position 
with repect to the previously formed structure.
d) Hartman's conception. HARTMAN (195^) reckoned that growth 
twins are formed by an accidental disturbance of the normal growth 
process and he distinguished three possibilities %
1. The genesis of the twin occurs simultaneously with the 
formation of the first crystal nucleus ;
2. The genesis of the twin occurs during the growth of a 
crystal that has already reached a noticeable size;
3. The genesis of the twin occurs ty oriented agglutination 
of pre-existing crystals (cf. SGHASKOLSKY & SGHUBNIKOV 1933).
The second possibility, according to the PGB theory of 
crystal morphology (HARTMAN & PERDOK 1955)# allows for three modes 
according to the character of the face on which the twinning starts. 
These faces are called F-, S- and K-face. An F-face is a face 
containing two or more coplanar periodic bond chain vectors; an
S-face is a stepped surface, containing one periodic bond chain
b
vector and a K-face is a kinked face containing none of these vectors.
Y
HARTMAN and PERDOK correlated crystal morphology and crystal structure 
starting from qualitative considerations on an energybasis. The energy 
taken in consideration is the so called attachment-energy, which is 
defined as the bond energy released when one building unit is attached 
to the surface of a crystal face. One of the conclusions drawn is 
that for a crystal to grow in the direction of a strong bond, these 
bonds must form an uninterrupted chain through the structure. These 
chains are periodic in pattern, each period connects a building unit 
to a structurally equivalent one. In complicated structures each 
period may consist of several links or 'partial bond vectors', these
20
representing the distances between centres of building units in length 
and direction.
Another conclusion is that important zone directions must be 
parallel to bond chains containing strong bonds only. And in general 
the effective zone direction can be found as the direction of the 
vectorial sum of all partial bond vectors, and it is this vectorial 
sum which is called a periodic bondchain vector.
Fig. 2.3 Hypothetical crystal with P.B.C. vectors 
A, B and C. F-faces : (lOO), (OlO) and (OOl); 8-faces * 
(110), (101) and (on); K-facej .(ill). From HARTMAN & 
PERDOK 1955.
HARTMAN & PERDOK applied this theory to diamond, with atoms 
of one kind being the building units linked together by covalent 
bonds. Only the bond between units at (0,0,0) and at (-^ ,^ ,^ ) and 
structural equivalents are considered since these bonds decrease 
very ranidly in strength with increasing distance. Two of these bonds 
form the periodic bond chain vector . The most pre-eminent
form of this crystal is the octahedron, the faces of which are, 
indeed, parallel to three periodic bond chain vectors, F-faces there-
21
fore.
Then twinning in diamond occurs on an F-face, a face which 
grows slice after slice. A nucleus attaching in twin orientation 
will grow out as a slice in twin orientation if it is not redi^olved.
The individuals do not necessarily grow out to the same dimensions 
because twinning can occur with the starting of any fresh slice 
(HARTMAN 195^).
Again taking the second possibility and considering the case 
of a growth twin in which an F-face is twin plane, HARTMAN asserted 
that this can happen if the following conditions apply*
i) the coordination in the transition layers must differ only 
slightly from that in the other layers. A condition giyen by AMINOFF 
& BROOMÉ(1931)î
f-
ii) the periodic bond chains emerging from the F-face must go
I' \
over from one slice to another with only slight deviation;
iii) the periodic bond chains lying in the slice of the twinned 
part and in the slice of the untwinned part of the crystal must be 
parallel or euiti-parallel.
These conditions, recalling Fig. 2.1, are observed for twinning 
in the diamond. As regards the composition plane, whether or not what 
we now see as the composition plane is the original composition plane 
formed on the generation of the twin, depends on the faces that meet 
each other at the twin boundary, according to HARTMAN. There are two 
cases*
I- faces meeting each other at the twin boundary belong to one 
and the same form and their line of intersection lies in the composition 
plane;
II- faces meeting each other at the boundary either belong to 
different forms, or belong to one and the same form, but the line of
22
intersection must not lie then in the composition plane.
Assuming that after the genesis of the twin the growth is ideal, 
that means faces belonging to one and the same form have equal 
displacement velocities. The composition plane is apparently the 
twin plane and it remains parallel to the original direction forming 
what is called a contact twin.
In case II the original composition plane cannot remain a 
rational plane. It becomes irrational or an indefinite assemblage of 
rational and irrational planes. This case occurs nearly always when 
there is a twin axis and the normal to the original composition plaine 
is perpendicular to this twin axis. The only exception is the case in 
which the individuals possess a plane of symmetry whose normal is
i
parallel to the twin axis auid perpendicular to the normal of the 
composition plane; in this case the composition plane remains parallel 
to the original direction, so that a contact twin results. Twins with 
an irregular composition plane are called penetration twins.
Hence, according to HARTMAN, it is the original composition 
plane that makes the twin belong to the contact type or the penetration 
type. Whenever both types are observed with one compound, there must 
be different composition planes.
As regards habit, considering the faces meeting at the re-entrant 
angles at the twin boundary, HARTMAN interpreted the boundary as a step 
due to two F-faces. Hence nucléation will occur preferably at the 
boundary, so that the displacement velocities of the F-faces are 
increased as each nucléation results in a new slice; as a consequence 
twins will be larger than single crystals. When the faces meeting at 
the boundary are S-faces, then two cases can be distinguished, 
depending on whether the zone of the S-face is parallel to the boundary 
or not. In the first case the step at the boundary may be filled up
23
easily, but the next step fills up quite independently on the step 
at the boundary, so that the displacement velocity will not be 
enhanced noticeably. In the second case, when the zone of the S-face 
is not parallel to the boundary, the possibility exists that kinks 
are formed at this boundary. Nucléation takes place easily here and 
the S-face obtains a greater displacement velocity. The displacement 
velocity of K-faces meeting at the boundary will not be increased 
because each kink fills up independently on neighbouring kinks. Hence 
the increase of the displacement velocity concerns the F- and S-faces, 
when the zone is not parallel to the twin boundary. This accounts for
the flattening parallel to the twin plane, or elongated parallel to
11
the twin axis; and as a consequence these twins will also show fewer
I
faces. This enhancement of the displacemnt velocity of faces that meet 
at a twin boundary would also be reponsible for the maintenance of 
faces which on a single crystal, without tlie twin boundary, would have 
disappeared; explaining the observation that faces sometimes occur on 
the twin which have not been noted on single crystals.
e) Gurien and Kem picture. GURIEN & KERN (1957) studied the
)
possibilities of contact and penetration twins. They considered a 
crystal I and a lattice plane P which may be a twin plane. If P is 
an important face during the growth of the crystal, a stacking fault 
may occur and the crystal would continue to grow in an orientation 
II, twinned with respect to I, and then we have a contact twin with 
the composition plane parallel to the twin plane.
On the other hand if P is not an important face in growth, 
and assuming that the lattice plane P is rigorously common to both 
lattices I and II and also that there are other lattice planes 
rigorously common to both lattices, one is chosen, G, which is an 
important face element, A stacking fault on G may cause the
24
beginning of an individual II twinned in relation to I. G is now the 
original composition plane, different from the twinning plane which 
has only a geometrical significance.
In the first case we have a contact twin, according to GURIEN 
& KERN, and in the second a penetration twin; in this case the 
composition plane G at the genesis of the twin does not, in general, 
bisect the equivalent forms of I and II. The second individual then 
can grow over the first and I and II interpenetrate. Examining the 
case of diamond, galena, periclase and fluorite, all of them having 
(ill) as twin plane, they concluded that for an interpenetration twin 
to be formed another G plane must be chosen, and they proposed (llo) 
as such. This picture is but a little extension on HARTMAN *s proposal 
for distinguishing contact and penetration twins. Later KERN (1961) 
explored an hypothesis conceiming the twinning mechanisms on an 
original composition plane, at a certain moment, a stacking fault is 
developed, atoms or molecules in twinned positions form a 
bi-dimensional germ in twin orientation. This bi-dimensional germ is 
characterized, in general, by its energy o:^  formation and its adhesion 
energy on the original composition plane. làsRN also thought that the
1; t
initiation of a twin depends on a departure from the equilibrium 
conditions of the growth medium and that this dependence is linked 
to the energies referred to.
f) Holser contribution. HOISER (I960) considered that the twin 
is a metastable state and that the stability of such a state must be 
controlled by rate processes, and these depend on activation energies. 
He said there is no necessary relation between an activation energy 
and the energy difference of the two states, normal emd twinned. So 
the persistence of a twin is probably dependent not so much on the 
ienergy of the twin itself, as on the energy barriers along the
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structural paths hy which it can be formed and unformed.
HOLSER took the BUERGER (19^5) step model for the genesis and 
growth of a twin and devised a dislocation model for it. Recalling 
Buerger's illustration,reproduced in Fig. 2.4, the plane P is a 
possible twin boundary plane, which is interrupted by a step. Against
Fig. 2.4 Buerger's model-of twin genesis. 
From BUERGER (1945).
this step the cell a-e-e, -a* can be deposited in twin orientation, 
retaining its bottom face as a common boundary plane with the original 
crystal. It is possible for the cell to be metastable in this twin 
position because of the near coincidence of the structure, for example, 
point e in an undistorted twin lies very close to another corresponding 
point e ' on the step of the original crystal. At such a step a twin 
boundary can exist with little distortion of nearest neighbour bonds.
Holser redescribed the Buerger step in terms of dislocation 
theory. The step is redrawn. Fig 2.5 , in the same orientation as 
above, but now it can be visualized as a dislocation. The locus of
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Fig. 2.5 The step from the previous Fig. 
redrawn to show it as a dislocation. From 
HOISER (i960).
all the places where there is a closure failure, represented by the 
Burgers vector, is the narrow band D, running back into the drawing 
and this is the dislocation. A Burgers vector that is not a full 
lattice vector defines it as a partial dislocation, and a Burgers 
vector that is parallel to thé dislocation direction defines it as a 
screw dislocation. The step may be higher than the few cells shown, 
and the Burgers vector will increase with the height of the step.
As FRANK (1949) remarked, screw dislocations are of importance 
in crystal growth and it would be of interest to see how dislocations 
can help the growth of twinned crystals in the manner proposed by 
Holder. The layers P of Fig. 2.4 could be part of a spiral growth 
around a screw dislocation, according to Holser. This screw dislocation 
can be imagined as lying perpendicular to P, somewhere in the 
background; then if by some chance a twin is nucleated on the 
advancing step, the rest of the spiral will be deposited in twin 
orientation. On the next swing around the twin step will be covered 
by twin material. The twin step will necessarily have the same height
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as the growth step on the spiral surface. The screw twinning dislocation 
in the step will be perpendicular to the screw dislocation that is 
controlling growth. The twin boundary plane, P, will grow fast and 
will be eliminated as a crystal face.
This is a straightforward application of Buerger's twin model 
to the conventional growth theory. On the other hand, as Holser noted, 
this description of the step itself as a kind of screw dislocation 
suggests that it might also serve as a centre for spiral growth.
P-J
c
Fig. 2.6 Growth of a twin around a twinning screw dislocation. 
After HOLSER (I96O).
A model of this mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 above. 
Starting at (a) with a configuration like that of Fig. 2.5» the comer 
D-F'-P' is the most likely site for further growth. The growth will 
have the upper, twinned, orientation because it will misfit mainly
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on D. On the other hand, growth in the lower orientation would also 
misfit on F*, which would represent an additional twinning edge 
dislocation. The rest of this row can grow as in (b), with only the 
slight misfit of the composition plane P. Then the laver is free to 
propagate until the upper half is covered, as in (c). The situation 
here is an inverted image of that in (a), so growth will start in 
the corner D'-F-P with the lower orientation, then complete the row 
and spread over the part of the crystal. As the lower layer is 
completed over the lower part, the arrangement of (a) is again reached 
and the process continues as before.
In Holser's mechanism growth and twinning are simultaneously 
controlled bv the same screw dislocation. The composition plane grows 
with the crystal and is parallel to the zone of crystal faces left
I
behind by the fast growth on F-F'. One of the two mechsmisms, the 
conventional screw dislocation or the twinning screw dislocation, is 
probably important in the growth of twin crystals, according to Holser. 
He advanced two pieces of evidence in favour of the twinning screw 
dislocations (i) twins generally have large faces parallel to the 
twin boundary plane, or composition plane. Around a twinning screw 
dislocation, spiral growth would favour such faces, while around the 
conventional screw dislocation the fast spiral growth would eliminate 
them. Furthermore, the twinning screw dislocation propagates the twin 
plane along the growth direction, without depending on the delicate 
balance of face growth velocities needed by HARTMAN (1956); (ii) the 
twinning screw dislocation can be initiated by the crystal nucleus at 
a time when supersaturation is high, whereas twin growth with a 
conventional screw dislocation requires twin nucléation at a time when 
the rest of the crystal is growing steadily and supersaturaion is 
likely to be low.
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In the context of deformation twins, it is worth mentioning that 
FRANK & VAN DER MERWE (1949) also used the term twinning dislocation, 
but of an edge type. GOTRELL & BILBY (1951) showed how twinning 
dislocations of a screw type could be generated by deformation and 
that such a disloaction could not only twin a layer of the structure, 
but could also spiral upwards around another dislocation, twinning 
successive layers of the structure.
g) Sheftal mechanism. SHEFTAL (1971» 1972» 19%0) proposed that 
the twin formation happens when two small crystals - one, however, 
larger than the other - coalesce making a twin. The smaller piece 
then drifts to the centre of the larger and, due to enhanced growth on 
re-entrant comers, the smaller crystal grows faster than the larger 
till they attain the same size, then further growth occurs without 
alteration of shape. Along this line the formation of contact twins 
would be explained. As for penetration twins,like those of fluorite 
and diamond, he supposed that the crystals were converted from an 
octahedral habit to a cubic by slowing down their growth in the direction 
of an octahedron vertex. As the composition plane, in this model, is
not a real face and cannot stop the development of the unfinished 
cube face, further growth is allowed onto the neighbouring faces of 
the other individual, reaching the final growth form.
h) Senechal contribution. SENECHAL (I976) modified Sheftal's 
ideas concerning the growth of a twin. To explain the interpenetrating 
cubes on twinned crystals of fluorite and diamond for instance, she 
only assumed an habit change and the possibility of overgrowth; and 
not that overgrowth is a consequence of the particular genesis of the 
twin. The same reasoning would apply for the penetration octahedra of
a galena twin. Although she did not disagree on the whole with Sheftal's
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picposal for the genesis and growth of a twin, she did point out the 
widespread belief in the published literature ( SCHAAKE 193^, HARTMAN 
1956, CURIEN & KERN 1957) that the original twin plane of the contact 
and penetration twins cannot be the same (for the interpenetrating 
cubes of diamond the original composition plane would be (llO)), This 
assumption, as Senechal noted, comes from another1 that the possibili­
ty of mutual overgrowth in a twinned pair is completely determined by 
the geometry of the initial contact position, taking no account of an 
habit change favouring that kind of overgrowth.
2.4 Some Exnerimental Results.
Experimental results that would help to check the theories 
proposed are scarce but a few cases are wc^h mentioning.
On the interpenetrating twins of fluorite BESWIGK & LANG (1976) 
hoped to derive a structure model for the twin boundary (in keeping
work
with earlier^on zinc blende, AMINOFF & BROOME 1931» aragonite, BRAGG 
1937)» which showed the presence of a transition structure at the 
interface. But in all cases the twin composition surface was a 
source of considerable strain in the crystal on either side of it, so 
that the imsige of the twin boundary, obtained by X-ray diffraction 
topography, coincided with a band of intense diffracted intensity. 
SUNAGAWA et al. (1979) tried to verify the ideas put forward by 
KITAMURA et al. (1979) concerning the 're-entrant corner effect', 
the enhanced growth at re-entrant comers. Kitamura et al. noted 
that the importemce of the re-entrant corner in crystal growth was 
originally pointed out by STRANSKI (1949): he suggested that if 
there is a re-entrant comer on the perfect crystal surface, this 
will act as the most favourable and ceaseless growth site, thus
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twô dimensional nucléation would become unnecessary. This concept has 
been exoanded to apply to the re-entrant comers at twin boundaries, 
although the importance of that effect was originally applied to 
the perfect crystal surface, at a time when the influence of steps 
created by screw dislocations had not been taken into consideration, 
Sunagawa et al. in their experimental work concluded that growth 
layers did originate preferentially at the twin interface of quartz 
crystals twinned after the Japan law. And thus the re-entrant corner 
could play a role of preferential growth site, but this could vary 
considerably depending on the growth conditions. It is very much 
weakened, becoming almost negligible, under the growth conditions of 
synthetic quartz, i.e., under relatively high supersaturation. They 
concluded that for real crystals containing dislocations the apparent 
're-entrant corner effect ' may result from the following two reasons t 
(i) Since dislocations have a tendency to point perpendicularly to 
the surface while a crystal is growing, they will converge to the twin 
boundary in the direction of the re-entrant comer, whereas they will 
diverge from the twin boundary in the opposite direction, (ii) Due to
i
competition of growth layers developing on two faces which meet at a 
twin interface, one individual may outgrow the other and develop as a 
single crystal where free space to outgrow is available ; the end of a 
twin interface opposite to the re-entrant comer corresponds to such 
a place . At the twin interface of the re-entrant comer free space 
is not available for either individual to outgrow aind thus there is 
no possibility of growth as a single crystal.
From X-ray diffraction topography experiments, YASUDA & SUNAGAWA
(I9S2) studying this same problem came to the conclusion that quartz
twins according to Japan law are contact twins and that the elongated 
t
and fla-^ ened morphology of these twins would be due to preferential
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growth at the twin interface where dislocations concentrate.
2.5 Comment.
Friedel's rules are geometrical requirements based on 
careful observation that a twin must obey in order to exist, 
there is no consideration about the genesis and growth of a twin. 
Buerger brought the idea of an accident of growth for the origin 
of a twin and that, by energy considerations, the structure would 
allow for a unit of growth to be attached to a step on twin 
orientation. Slawson and Ellis and Treuting showed that in the case 
of diamond, the fit of the two members of a twinned diamond is very 
good across the twin boundary. Hartman applied his theory of periodic 
bond chain vectors to twins and showed that they allow for a twin 
to grow, being started by accident on a flat surface, F-face, the 
face that grows slice after slice. However where contact and 
penetration twins exists on the same species his theory requires 
for different twin planes .Cürdan and Kem added some energy consideration 
to Hartman's picture and explained the origin of a twin as due to 
bi-dimensional nucléation, in twin orientation, after a stacking 
fault is developed. Holseroshowed that the Buerger's step could be 
envisaged as a dislocation that would be responsible for the growth 
of a twinned crystal. Sheftal supposed a series of, it seems, 
improbable steps, like nucléation, drift to the centre and overgrowth, 
to account for the growth of interpenetrating twins. Senechal suggested 
a change of habit growth, but again a fine balance of overgrowth to 
explain the in%rpenetrating cubes of diamond and fluorite. Kitamura, 
Yasuda, Sunagawa el al. put some doubt on the effect of the re-entrant 
comer, preferring to consider the concentration of dislocations at
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the re-entrant comer as responsible for the growth of the twinned 
crystal.
We can see there are quite a few hypotheses on twin formation 
and growth that seem to work in some cases. Anyone of these has its 
appeals but all of them are considerably weak in experimental 
backing. The majority of proposals is raised on the basis of the 
final morphological aspect and only recently an internal examination 
has been undertaken. All investigators agree that the conditions of the 
growth medium play an important role in twin formation and growth, but 
as far as the author is aware no study on this aspect has been reported 
to further evidence on natural twin genesis and development, except 
for some organic crystals (BOISTELLE, SIMON & PEPE 1976, AQUILANO 1977» 
BOISTELLE & AQUILANO 1977» BOISTELLE & AQUILANO 1978).
There is therefore considerable scope in engaging in such a 
research, especially now with the availability of synchrotron radiation 
sources, allowing for quick X-ray topographic assesment of internal 
defects and stmcture.
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C H A P T E R  I I I
X-RAY DIFFRACTION TOPOGRAPHY
X-ray diffraction topography is a technique capable of imaging 
and locating defects in the interior of a crystal, non-destructively. 
An X-ray beam is made to pass through a crystal and the diffracted 
X-rays are usually recorded on a photographic film or plate (special 
TV cameras, image intensifies and other detectors have been in 
increased usage, mainly in dynamic experiments such as dislocation 
and ferro-magnetic and ferro-electric domain movements, reference is 
made to MILTAT 1930 and LANG I98O).
3.1 Contrast.
There are two factors nearly always separable and independent 
that determine the intensity of the diffracted radiation reaching the 
detector. The fist, called orientation contrast, is simply whether or 
not the crystal is locally oriented to diffsct X-rays, according to 
Bragg's law; it is a measure of lattice misorientations. The second 
factor is the lattice perfection of the crystal, the diffracted 
intensity lying between the two extreme cases of 'ideally perfect' 
and 'ideally imperfect' crystal; this contrast, arising from point- 
to-point variations in lattice perfection is termed extinction 
contrast (LANG 1978). The first type of contsst can be quite 
satisfactorily explained in geometrical terms, the second however is 
much more difficult to interpret and requires a discussion of the 
dynamical theory of the diffraction of X-rays.
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3.2 Reflexion and Transmission Methods,
Topographic methods may be divided in two groups: reflexion 
methods, where the incident and diffracted rays enter and leave the 
crystal throu^ the ssune surface and thus only a thin slice of the 
crystal, close to the surface, is examined ; and transmission 
methods in which the incident beam enters the crystal through one 
surface and the diffracted beam leaves the crystal through another. 
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the division, with the further classification 
of symmetrical and asymmetrical methods.
B
9
Fig. 3.1 Top: reflexion (Bragg) case. Bottom: transmission 
(Laue) case. Left: symmetrical. Right: Assymetrical.
3.3 Continuous and Characteristic Radiation Methods.
Topographic methods may also be classified according to 
which radiation is used: continuous radiation or characteristic 
radiation of the X-ray spectrum.
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3.3.1 Characteristic Radiation.
a) Berg^Barrett Method (BERG 1931, BARRETT 19^5). 
Figure 3.2 presents the major features of this method.
S
Fig. 3.2 Berg-Bazrett method. S:source; C:crystal; 
f«photographic film or plate.
The source of radiation is linear and therefore the crystal 
diffracts over a fairly wide angular variation. In reflexion the 
photographic film, or plate, is placed as close as possible to the 
sample, so as to prevent the formation of double images due to the 
doublet. BARTH & HOSEMMAN (1958) developed an arrangement for 
the transmission case.
b) Lang Method (LANG 1957,1959).
Its chief characteristics are represented in Fig. 3.3. A 
fine focus X-ray generator and collimators are employed, limiting 
the angular divergence of the beam on the horizontal plane to less 
than the angular separation between the K«, and lines. In
this method an image of a section of the crystal may be obtained 
(section tonography) and also through the coupled motion of crystal 
and film, an image of the whole crystal may be recorded, in fact a 
superposition oj^  section topojrupks.
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S
Fig. 3.3 Lang method. Sisource ; as collimator> Gs crystal; fsfilm.
c) Double Crystal Method (BOND & HANDRÜS 1952, BONSE & KAPPLER
1958).
This method may be represented by the following figure. The 
X-ray beam is initially diffracted from a crystal of great perfection, 
, and then directed to the sample, C^ . Contrary to the two methods 
already described this one is of great sensitivity to small and slow 
variations of the crystalline parameters.
Fig. 3.4 Double crystal method.
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3.3.2 Continuous Radiation.
Continuous radiation methods have an advantage over those that 
employ characteristic radiation, namely, they do not need a precise 
angular setting of the crystal in order to obtain Bragg reflexions. 
The pioneer in X-ray diffraction topography, RAMACHANI5RAN (1944), 
used continuous radiation, in transmission, to study extinction 
contrast in cleaved diamond plates.
a) Schul^ a Method (SCHULZ 195^).
In reflexion the most used method is that represented below, 
in which Schulz utilized a micro focus X-ray generator.
i
Fig. 3.5 Schulz method.
b) Guinier and Tennevin Method (GUINIER & TENNEVIN 1949). 
This is very similar to the previous one, but here it is a 
transmission case, as represented in Fig.3.6.
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S
Fig. 3.6 Guinier and Tennevin method.
Another advantage of the use of continuous radiation is the 
frequency with which it is possible to record several images of good 
quality in the same film, each image being a reflexion from a different 
set of lattice planes.
Reviews on methods, interpretation of topographs and contrast 
in X-ray diffraction topography may be found in LANG 1978, AUTHIER
I
1978, TANNER 1976, 1977 and HILDEBRANDT 1982.
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C H A P T E R  I V
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION TOPOGRAPHY
Synchrotron radiation is emitted when charged particles orbit 
in circular accelerators. The total emitted intensity is proportional 
to (E/mc^)^ (SCHWINGER 1949), with E as the particle energy and m 
its mass. Therefore for a given E, the synchrotron radiation from 
light particles like electrons and positrons is much more intense than 
that from heavier particles such as protons. The synchrotron radiation 
has a continuous spectrum with a maximum which shifts to shorter 
wavelengths proportional to e"^ . As the energy in electron (positron) 
accelerators has been greased more and more, synchrotron radiation 
in the X-ray region below 1 nm has become available.
Synchrotron radiation has been used for diffraction topography
since 1973 (TUOMI et al. 1973,1974) and since then many more researchers
\
have been attracted not only by the continuous spectrum but also by 
the other unique properties of synchrotron radiation, such as the 
high flux, extreme collimation, sharp time structure, defined 
polarization states, and also that the radiation properties of such a 
source can be calculated from exact analytical expressions, which is 
impossible with the conventional, electron impact, generators. BONSE 
1990 discussed the properties of the various kinds of X-ray sources, 
and using the MoK* wavelength for all sources concluded that the 
synchrotron radiation source is, roughly, 10^ times brighter than a
I
rotating anode tube.
A pictorial comparison of the radiation from a synchrotron 
and from an X-ray tube is presented in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1 A comparison between radiation from a 
synchrotron and from an X-ray tube (EUROPEAN 
SCIENCE FOUNDATION 1978).
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At the relativistic velocities of the electrons in a storage 
ring, the radiation, viewed in the laboratory frame, is emitted into 
a small cone, in the direction of the tangential electron motion.
The angle of the cone is approximately given by (mc^/s). In a 2 GeV 
synchrotron (like the Synchrotron Radiation Source at Daresbury) 
this angle is 2.5 x lO"^ radians. This cone of radiation sweeps around, 
and in order to utilize it a window is made into the ring, and the 
radiation passes down a long evacuated beam line to the experimental 
area.
The spectrum extends from the frequency of revolution,f, to 
harmonics on the order of (E/mc^)^*f. In principle it would be expected 
to be a series of sharp lines at the harmonics of the orbit frequency, 
in practice due to oscillations of the electron beam, the spectrum 
is smeared into a continuum.
The Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) at the Daresbury 
Laboratory is the world’s first high energy electron accelerator 
dedicated to the production and utilization of synchrotron radiation.
It is a 2 GeV electron storage ring consisting of dipole magnets to 
bend the electron beam into a circular orbit, quadrupole magnets to 
focus the electrons, wiggler magnets to produce a localized high 
magnetic field from which radiation of shorter wavelengths is generated, 
and a radio frequency accelerator system which replaces the energy 
the electrons emit as synchrotron radiation. The electrons for the 
source are provided by aji injection system comprising a commercially 
available medical linear accelerator (upgraded to meet the requirements) 
and a booster synchrotron to accelerate electrons to an energy 
necessary for accumulation in the storage ring (SERG-DARESBURY 
LABORATORY 1933). Radiation intensities from the SRS operating at 
2 GeV and 1 A beam energy and current are displayed in Fig. 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2 Spectrum of the SRS (LEA & MUNRO I98O).
The X-ray topography station at Daresbury is situated at a
distance of 80m from the tangent point at the storage ring. The
2
source size can be varied between 13 x 0.4 and 7.8 x 1.9 mm , 
achieving a spatial resolution of 3 micrometres for a 50 mm specimen- 
to-film distance. The station has two cameras; a white radiation 
camera (in use since I981) and a double crystal camera (installed 
in 1983). Use was made only of the white radiation camera in this 
work and its main features are (BOWEN et al. 1982);
a) The specimen is rotatable to any orientation in the incident 
beam (3 axes) and the detector is rotatable to collect any diffracted 
beam (2 axes) up to nearly l40°;
b) The specimen area is able to take special stages, roughly 
680 mm diameter x 25O mm deep, weighing up to 30 kg;
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c) The detector arm carries a cassette for 73 x 73 nuclear 
emulsion plates and provision for a special TV camera;
d) All motions are controlled by stepping motors, themselves 
controlled by the local system computer;
e) The maximum beam diameter is limited to 33 mm by the camera
2
and a beam 35 x 23 mm is available.
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C H A P T E R  V
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The aim was to investigate as many twinned diamond crystals 
as Txjssible, so as to try to gather information on the internal 
structure of these crystals, particularly from regions close to 
the twin boundary. Therefore X-ray diffraction topography in a 
transmission method was chosen, concentrating especially on section 
topography, and using conventionally generated X-rays. Synchrotron 
radiation was used in a Laue mode, for the rapid assesment of the 
twinned crystal with several reflexions recorded on the same plate 
or film.
fc
3.1 Section Topography. ’
At the Department of Physics of the Royal Holloway College 
there are two Lang cameras, one made by Marconi-Elliott, the other 
home-made, and a double crystal camera nearly completed. It was 
thought at'the beginning that the greater sensitivity of this last 
camera would be brought into use once a suitable crystal, i.e., one 
without too much strain was found; but this unfortunately was never 
the case.
As for the choice of radiation, MoKo<, seemed most apropriate 
not only because diamond is sufficiently transparent to radiation 
of this wavelength (mass absorption coefficient=0.623 cm^/g for MoKc^ , 
LCNSDALE I967, density=3-51532 g/cm^, MYKOLAJEWICZ 1964, so that the 
linear absorption coefficient=2.20 cm"^), but also due to the special
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geometry when a 44'0-type reflexion is chosen and a 110 -type direction 
perpendicular to the plane containing the incident and diffracted 
X-rays is put, therefore, ina vertical direction. This geometry is 
shown for a diamond single crystal and for a diamond twinned crystal 
in the Fig. belowj
I
[îlo]
Fig. 5.1 Geometry for the 440 section topograph,
The angle between the octahedral plane and the X-rays is 
just about 1°. Now mounting the twinned crystal in this same geometry, 
with the twin plane nearly parallel to the X-rays, as in Fig 5.2 , 
section topographs can be taken very close to the twin plane.
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Fig. 5.2 Geometry for the 440 section topograph 
of a twinned diamond. '
On the top of Fig. 5-i and 5*2 the contour of the surface of 
an octahedron (Fig. 5.I) and a twinned octahedron (Fig. 5.2) as cut 
by the X-rays is shown; ideal growth horizons would then be a series 
of concentric figures like these.
As was stated in Chapter II the twin law is geometrically 
equivalent to a rotation of 70°32' around the [lio], perpendicular 
to the plane of the paper; this means that the equivalent (44o) planes 
of the other mamber of the twin have their normal pointing along the 
D-Î4J direction in a non-reflecting position therefore. In order to
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have a similar topograph (i.e. practically parallel to the twin plane) 
the crystal was remounted after a rotation of 180° around the twin 
axis.
Some 224-type reflexions were also used, the geometry is 
shown on Fig. 5*3 and ^.4 for an octahedron with a sketch of the 
contour of the octahedron as cut by the X-rays directly above.
1I
Fig. 5.3 The 224 reflexion with MoK^  ^ radiation 
and a diamond octahedron.
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Fig. 5-4 The 224 reflexion.
The twinned octahedron has the (112^ planes of one member and 
the (Il2) planes of the other member of the twin in parallel orientation 
of course, thus a 224 reflexion would be due to both parts of the twin. 
The relative orientation of the crystal with respect to the X-rays, 
in this case, is shown in Fig.5-5* The contour of the twinned octahedron 
seen by the X-rays is a composite contour: half of that on Fig. 5.3 
and half of that on Fig. 5*4. One octahedral plane of one member is 
9°42 off the X-rays and the other octahedral plane is 48^49’ off, the 
twin plane makes an angle of 60°49'with the X-rays.
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[iT l]
Fig. 5.5 Relative orientation of made and X-rays for 
a simultaneous 22^type reflexion of both members.
Usually it was easy to mount the crystal with [lio] vertical 
by usine an Olympus SZ III stereo-microscope, capable of magnifications 
in the range l4-80x, and noting the main features of the crystal. 
Especially <110^ edges were observed with ease on the majority of 
crystals which were either flat twinned octahedra or flat twinned 
dodecahedra (see Fig. ^.6 and 5*7)-
In addition nearly all the twinned dodecahedra examined exhibited 
shallow edges running roughly along cubic directions. Not much 
difficulty was encountered in orienting such a crystal, after mounting 
it on a standard goniometer head. By means of an Enraf-Nonius type 88I 
optical goniometer, one of the [lio] -type edges, perpendicular to 
the twin axis, was brought parallel to the axis of the goniometer head.
In some Instances however the crystal was so deformed or 
dissolved that it was necessary to take Laue photographs for 
orientation purposes, prior to positioning in the Lang camera.
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°°tahedron (above) anj the twinned octahedron.
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Fig. 5-7 Flat twinned dodecahedron.
Once the chosen reflexion was found in the Lang camera, a fine 
adjustment to set the diffraction vector on the horizontal plane was
I
made, first by monitoring the count-rate as the detector was slid 
towards the crystal and then by using a height gauge to cut off half 
the beam. Any change in the count-rate as the gauge was moved 
horizontally to and fro would then require a proper adjustment of the 
crystal.
The rocking-curve (the variation of ^ diffracted intensity with 
change in the horizontal plane of the angle of incidence) was then 
examined to take account of the degree of misorientation present. 
Linked to the detector a PET microcomputer and WATANABE plotter were 
available to record the rocking curves of interest.
Ilford Nuclear Research Plates, emulsion type L.4, with an 
emulsion thickness of ^0 micrometers and 1.5 x O.5 " plate size, 
were used to record the diffracted beam. After exposure (which varied 
from a few hours to half-a-day) they were processed at around 10° G, 
first soaking for 5 min in distilled water, swelling the emulsion 
and allowing rapid diffusion of developer into it, then 15-30 min in 
developer (Kodak D-I9), 5 min stop bath acetic acid solution)
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and fixing in a solution of 300 g sodium thiosulphate, 30 g sodium 
bisulphite in one litre of water, for about 40 min. The plate was 
then washed for about two hours in cold, filtered, tap-water and 
then left to dry. The emulsion was afterwards protected, and the 
light scattering from the silver grains reduced, by placing a drop 
of an air-hardening medium such as Eukitt or Corbit-Balsam cold 
setting resins, and covering with a microscope cover slip.
Since X-ray topographs are obtained at unit magnification 
they had to be enlarged optically by a two-stage process. First 
onto ortho^omatic fine-grain films or Polaroid 55 positive- 
negative films and then printed with a further magnification onto 
photographic paper, making positive reproductions of the originals. 
A Vickers projection microscope was used on the first stage and a 
good enlarger for the second.
As regards the resolution of the topograph the criteria 
differ in the horizontal and vertical directions. Let a be the 
specimen-source distance, b the specimen-emulsion distance and h
the apparent height of the source, as in the diagram (Fig. 5.8)
I :
Fig. 5.8 Vertical resolution.
A point in the specimen will produce an imatge whose range
of diffusion in the vertical direction, d, is h(b/a). Considering
that in the arrangement adopted h = 0.7 mm (at 5° take-off angle),
bfVlO mm and a equal either to 2 m (Elliott's camera) or 1.5 m
(home-made camera), d is equal to 3.5 micrometers (Elliott's) and 
4J ^home- tnade).
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On the horizontal direction, with the and lines
well separated, the resolution depends upon the angular range of 
reflexion of the crystal and the spread of X-ray wavelengths. In 
practice the former effect is neglected in comparison with the latter. 
Then if is the width at half maximum intensity of the diffracted 
beam, from Bragg's law one gets A6= ta.nO {01/X), and the consequent 
image diffusion 4 x = bAO. Putting àX/X = 3.9 x 10 ^ (SALEM & LEE 
1976) for MoKa, one has for the 440-type reflexion 40 = 2.65 x 10 ^ 
and ^x = 2.6 micrometers for b = 10 mm.
Also to be considered is the limitation on resolution imposed 
by the process of radiation absorption in the thick emulsions 
themselves. When employing MoK* radiation the limit imposed by the 
spread of ionization is of 1.5 to 2 micrometers, lower than the 
horizontal ajid vertical resolutions deduced above.
Finally it must be remembered the horizontal compression of 
the image,on the plate held perpendicular to the diffracted beam.
The compression factor is equal to sin20 , and for the 440-type 
reflexion of a diamond crystal using MoKa, radiation is equal to
0.93.
Fig. 5.9 shows two section topographs of a flat octahedron.
The top topograph is a 440-type reflexion with the geometry shown 
on Fig. 5.1. The surface of the crystal was damaged with pieces 
chipped away eind some misorientation was present. Growth horizons 
are seen running along [lio] on the right hand side and nearly 
completed hexagons are seen close to the centre of the crystal.
Some dislocations were recorded starting from a region where we 
assume the crystal nucleus was formed, and errors in lattice closure 
gave rise to the dislocations. At the bottom corner of this topograph 
two dislocations radiate from a point, along [^ lioj-type directions and
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Fig.5.9. DTC 17, mid-section topographs, x 20, 
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suffer a change of direction as they approach the surface. The bottom 
topograph is a 004 reflexion , with the crystal rotated through ?9°12' 
from the previous orientation. A possible explanation for the flattened 
habit of the crystal arrives from the examination of this topograph : 
on each vertical face there is adjacent to it a strip on the topograph 
full of dots, these may be due to foreign particles trapped on the 
crystal as it grew and finally preventing further growth of the crys­
tal on that direction.
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5.2 Synchrotron Radiation Topography.
All the experiments were made using a transmission geometry, 
in the same way as the well known Laue forward reflexion method 
used with conventional sources. Each Laue spot was then a 
transmission topograph.
The crystal was first oriented with a series of trial 
exposures recorded on film, to ease the task of indexing the spots.
Once a suitable orientation was achieved a nuclear emulsion jiLape,
Ilford L.4 , 25 micrometres emulsion thickness and 75 % 75 mm plate
W8S used
siz^ The relative thickness of this emulsion was chosen for rapid 
development as well as for minimizing the spread of the image; since 
the plate was perpendicular to the incident beam it therefore made 
an angle with a diffracted beam. The reflexions were indexed by the 
familiar procedures; this was greatly facilitated when a symmetry 
axis was aligned with the incident radiation. Then it was a matter 
of measuring distances s d from specimen to plate, s from c^re of 
the plate to spot and the Bragg angle is then given by ^ ^ arctan(s/d),
as the diagram below shows, a consultation ^ then to a table of angles 
between cubic planes was usually enough to index the spots.
[u.irur]
hh.1
1
i X-ray;
Fig. 5.10 Laue forward reflexion.
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Fig. 5.11 presents two prints, actual size, of Laue topographs
recorded on plates. The top one is of a diamond contact twin where
its shape is clearly recognizable. These are 111-type reflexions
with the X-rays perpendicular to the twin plane, partially recorded
spots appear at the comers. Rather intense background is observed
near the centre of the plate. The bottom synchrotron Laue topograph
is from a single crystal of diamond. The alignment of the incoming
radiation with a four-fold symmetry axis is evident. The spots
closer to the centre are of the 224 type while the lighter ones,
farther from the centre are of the 113 type. Some spots exhibit a
very long streak.
A particular Brazilian diamond, specimen B6, has one fairly
1
reasonable developed piece attached to a mass of crystalline material 
of no recognizable shape. This piece had one [llo}type edge set
vertical and a rotation photograph, with conventional generator,
1
was taken which revealed powder rings. This crystal was brought to
examination under synchrotron radiation; a contact print of a Laue
photo^aph, recorded on Agfa Structurix D-2 film, is shown on Fig.
] 1
5.12. As the entire crystal was ^ooded with synchrotron radiation 
it was possible, in a matter of minutes, to identify that the 
crystallites making up the 'powder* were not in a random orientation, 
in view of the symmetry pattern generated; the radiation was travelling 
perpendicularly to a mean (llO)-type plane of the aggregate of 
crystallites.
In the series of experiments performed with the SRS, there was 
not too much concern about resolution. The aim was the rapid
g
asse^ment of twinned crystals, noting the relative sizes of the 
component parts and their mutual orientation, as well as giving some 
information on the internal structure of these crystals. The advantage
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Fig.5«11» Tops M 1, synchrotron topograph, x 1 
Bottoms D 1, synchrotron topograph, x 1.
6:
o
Fig.5.12, B 6, Laue i&ttem, x 1.
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of having a large parallel beam was that since the entire crystal
was in the radiation, misoriented parts and twinned regions were
have
revealed which might otherwisej^been missed. It was rewarding to take 
topographs of whole crystals with synchrotron radiation, instesui of 
projection topographs with the common radiation sources, due to the 
much shorter exposure times (a matter of 30 sec at most compared 
with, say, several hours with conventional equipment), and the ease 
with which the crystals were set to reflect white beam radiation.
Still HART {1975) demonstrated that the same level of resolution as 
obtained with conventional X-ray sources and topographic cameras 
could be achieved in synchrotron radiation topographic experiments. 
LANG et al. (I9B3) provide a very useful discussion and a series of 
reference topographs of a diamond crystal, taken with synchrotron 
radiation and conventional X-rays, that can be used as a guide for 
the choice of geometry and wavelength for the best resolution.
Finally,as so many spots are recorded on film or plate, as on 
Fig.5.13 of a diamond twin with the radiation along the twin axis, 
it was thought that a few Laue diagrams would be helpful, particularly 
with twinned crystals that give spots with unfamiliar indices. A 
program was written for the PET microcomputer that requires the 
indices of the direction of the radiation, the specimen-to-film 
distance, and the indices of the spot to be marked bv the plotter 
on the diagram. The program brings a gnomonic projection perpendicular 
to the direction of the radiation emd from this projection draws a 
Laue diagram. Some diagrams are presented on Fig, 5*14 to 5*18.
Pig.5.13.Laue pattern of a diamond twinned crystal.
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♦ ♦
Fig.5,14 Laue diagram. X-rays along [ill]
specimen-to-film distance 25mm, single crystal.
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Fig.5 .15 Laue diagram. X-rays along [ill].
Specimen-to-film distance 25mm. Twin crystal.
.___
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Fig.5.15. Laue diagram. X-rays along[ll^. 
Specimen-to-film distance 25 mm. Single crystal.
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♦
I
Fig.5,17 Laue diagram. X-rays along
Specimen-to-film distance 25 mm. Twin crystal.
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♦ ♦
# ♦
♦ ♦
♦ ♦
♦ *
Fig.5.18 Laue diagram. X-rays along [lO(^ . 
Specimen-to-film distance 25 mm. Single crystal.
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C H A P T E R  V I
CONTACT TWINS
Contact twins are in the shape of the ideal twins presented 
in Fig. 5*6 and 5*7 » Chapter V, with sometimes the uneven development 
of their faces.
A section topograph of a made of about 5 ^  high, using the 
440 reflexion and MoKg^  radiation is shown in Fig.6.1. This section 
is through the middle of one part of the twinned crystal, nearly 
parallel to the (ill) twin plane with [lio] being the vertical 
direction. We can identify growth bands running parallel to the [Oil] 
and [lOl] edges of the twinned octahedron. The rounding of comers 
indicates the crystal underwent dissolution after a period of its 
growth. The stepped nature of some growth bands could mean the crystal 
grew under h i ^  sunersaturation conditions, leading to nucléation of 
layers before the previous one was completed. Particularly noticeable 
is the stepped growth towards the lower right hand comer, persistent 
till the latest stages' of growth, and accounting for the breadth of 
this comer. The regions in between the steps were filled in with 
imperfect crystal, which is evident on the top comer.
Figure 6.2 presents two section topographs of the same crystal. 
The upper topograph is from one member, the lower from the other member 
of the twinned crystal, reproduced here in approximately the same 
position, close to the twin interface. This crystal has a flat, 
twinned dodecahedroid habit, with the faces nearly parallel to the 
twin plane much larger than the others. It suggests the crystal was 
originally a twinned octahedron and that it is through dissolution 
that it reached the present form. It is difficult to find recognizable
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features in these two topographs, except for some growth bands 
visible on the bottom part of the lower topograph. What is however 
evident here is the nature of the composition of the two parts of 
the twin. Far from being separated by a plane, they appear to have 
penetrated each other in an irregular fashion. We can 'fill in ' the 
non-reflecting parts of the upper topograph with the lower one.
Figure 6.3 is from a flat twinned octahedron and the topographs 
were taken in a similar arrangement as the previous ones. Some growth 
bands are seen here. The upper topograph shows some misoriented 
regions, and it is again clear that the two parts were not separated 
by a plane, as it would seem from optical examination of the external 
surface of the crystal,
Figiir,e..6,4 is from a flat twinned octahedron, in the same 
configuration as before. Its external features and habit is shown 
in the scanning electron microscope pictures of Fig. 6.5» revealing 
terraces, (llO)-type faces auid the filling of re-entrant comers. On 
the upper topograph of Fig, 6,4 we can see the section of some curved 
dodecahedral faces developed at the comers', indicating dissolution 
(MOORE & LANG 197 4). Some growth bands are ‘evident running vertically 
and also lots of dislocations roughly aligned with the perpendicular 
to the growth bands. Some very fine straight lines parallel to 
growth horizons and crossing each other are seen near to the top 
edge of the topograph, on a large rectangular region somewhat distinct 
from the other parts depicted. This region is partly reproduced with 
similar features on the lower topograph, which is of the other 
member of the twin. This could be due to the X-rays cutting through 
the contact region of both members of the crystal and the crossed lines 
would then be due to the growth bands of one part making an 'imprint' 
over the other. Here we see again the irregular development of the
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two members of the twin with one part penetrating the other.
Figure 6.6 shows two topographs of the same part of another 
twinned crystal. The upper one is a section topograph, 440 reflexion, 
in the arrangement of Fig.5.2 and close to the interface of the two 
members of the twin. The final habit of the crystal is of a flattened 
twinned octahedron, with large faces parallel to the twin plane but 
with an extended development, approximating the shape of an hexagon. 
On the upper topograph some growth bands are seen and bundles of 
dislocations running perpendicularly to them. Penetration of the 
two parts is again evident. The lower topograph is a 004 reflexion, 
nearly at 80° to the top one, and in this some rectangular growth 
bands are seen. This topograph clearly shows that in this section 
of the crystal, one member is completely enclosed by the other member 
of the twin.
Figure 6.7 is a 254 reflexion section topograph, with{11 o] 
vertical of a made approximately 6 mm tall, in the geometry of 
Fig.5»5* Both members of the twin contribute to the image and we 
can see very clearly the twin interface and can also note the 
different sizes of the two members of the twin, their final form 
and relative position. Some precipitates appear to have been swept 
by the growing crystal, leaving behind a tail of horizontal white 
lines, terminating at the black dots, on the upper left hand side 
of the topograph. The interface appears to be a line running from 
top to bottom, with adjacent triangular features on its right hand 
side. These could be due to multiple nucléation and subsequent 
growth (thence the triangular growth lines) of several twinned 
parts that later became joined together.
Figure 6.8 shows two section topographs from the same member 
of a twin but at different distances from the twin boundary, although
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still close to it. On the upper topograph we can identify its outline 
with that of a section from a dodecahedron. Some growth bands are 
visible and the ones closest to the centre forming a triangle, 
indicate the crystal grew as an octahedron. Bundles of dislocations 
are clearly visible radiating from the probable nucleus of the 
crystal, towards the octahedral faces. We note again stepped growth 
bands on later stages of growth. The lower topograph (which is nearer 
to the interface than the precedent), shows almost at its centre the 
triangular shape indicating the beginnings of this part of the crystal, 
From the top corner of this small triangle bundles of dislocations 
appear to escape towards the small octahedral face that forms -Dart 
of a reentrant corner in the twinned octahedron. On the lower part 
of this topograph we can see some dots that could be due to foreign 
material adhered to the surface, preventing its growth and allowing 
for the other part of the twin to grow and fill that region. The 
non-reflecting parts in these topographs are evidence, again, of 
some penetration of"one part into the other.
These X-ray topographs presented here are a selection of
I
many, taken of 23 contact twins of diamond.t They all showed 
features exemplified by these. One may conclude that nearly every 
made grew from an initial twinned core and that the re-entrant 
angles were often filled with less perfect crystal. In many cases 
an overall rounding was caused by dissolution. Noteworthy are the 
facts that the composition 'plane ' is seldom planar, and that the 
two halves of the twin may be imperfectly oriented by as much as 
5 minutes of arc, as averaged byer the measurements of the angular 
separation between reflexions from each member of a twin, on 17 
specimens.
t1
Fig.6.1. M ’, section topograph, x 35
?3
. - jV
Fig.6.2. N 45, section topographs, x 15.
/
Fig.6.3. DTG 12, section topographs, x 20
Fig.6.4. DTG 7, section topographs, x 20
Fig,6.5* SEM photographs of DTG 7, x 20
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Fig.6.6. DTG 11, section topographs, x 20,
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Pig.6.8. DTG 8, section topogrs.ph8. x 20. Thickness of the twin 
member 0.21 mm. Tops 0.o4 mm from the twin bounds-ry. Bottoms
0.026 mm from the twin boundary.
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C H A P T E R  V I I
BRAZILIAN DIAMONDS :
SINGLE AND TWINNED CRYSTALS
The first official notice about findings of diamond in 
Brazil dates from 1729 (CALOGERAS 1905)* The first discoveries
I
were made while washing the sands for gold, around the town of 
Diamantina in the Minas Gerais State. There is a tale, quoted by 
CATTELLE (I9II), that the stones afterwards found to be diamonds, 
were known in the gold washings as early as I67O, and that the 
gold miners used them as counters in their ’game of chance unaware 
of their value. Later diamonds were also found in Bahia, Sao Paulo 
and Goias. It is from Goias and Mato Grosso, the central west region 
of Brazil that 24 diamonds were brought and examined under the X-rays.
V
7.1 Single Crystals.
: •
Figure 7.1 presents six topographs of six Brazilian stones; 
they are 440 reflexions, from a section through the middle of the 
crystal, using MoKoc radiation. These crystals are full of 
misorientations and a typical rooking-curve is that shown in Fig.
7.2 (top) compared with the rocking curve of specimen DTG13(bottom)
(a topograph of specimen DTGI3 is found in Fig.6.7). There is not 
much to be said from the topographs in Fig. 7.1, with no recognizable 
features in them.
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C H A P T E R  V I I
BRAZILIAN DIAMONEB:
SINGLE AND TWINNED CRYSTALS
The first official notice about findings of diamond in
Brazil dates from 1729 (CALCXJERAS I9O5). The first discoveries
♦
were made while washing the sands for gold, around the town of 
Diamantina in the Minas Gerais State. There is a tale, quoted by 
CATTELLE (I9II), that the stones afterwards found to be diamonds, 
were known in the gold washings as early as I67O, and that the 
gold miners used them as counters in their,game of chance unaware 
of their value. Later diamonds were also found in Bahia, Sâo Eaulo 
and Goias. It is from Goias and Mato Grosso, the central west region 
of Brazil that 24 diamonds were brought auid examined under the X-rays,
7.1 Single Crystals.
: !
Figure 7.1 presents six topographs of six Brazilian stones; 
they are 440 reflexions, from a section throu^ the middle of the 
crystal, using MoKbc radiation. These crystals are full of 
misorientations and a typical rocking-curve is that shown in Fig.
7.2 (top) compared with the rocking curve of specimen DTC13(bottom)
(a topograph of specimen XXTC13 is found in Fig. 5.7). There is not 
much to be said from the topographs in Pig. 7*1, with no recognizable 
features in them.
B 10
4
t
® B 15
Fig.7.1. Middle-sections, x 20.
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Fis* 7.2 Rocking curves of specimens B21 (top) and DTGI3 (bottom),
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7.2 Twinned Crystals.
Fig. 7.3 presents a synchrotron Laue topograph of a Brazilian 
twin. At the top we have a view of how the spots appear on the 
plate (x 1.5)i their pattern is due to the synchrotron radiation 
travelling nearly parallel to the twin axis, with the plate perpendicular 
to it. The spots forming a triangle pointing to the right belong to 
one member of the twin, with the opposite triangle due to the other 
member. Two spots, the uppermost, one from each member had their 
topograph printed with an enlargement of 22 x below (the topograph 
on the right hand side is rotated 90° in relation to its orientation 
on the plate). The topographs are similar to some presented in Fig.
7.1.
Figures 7.^ to 7.6 are section topographs of a broken Brazilian 
twin, elongated on a 112 direction, about 2.5 mm high. Figure 7.^ 
displays two ^40 reflexions with (111) as twin plane and [II2] veitical.
In this arrangement these reflexions show both parts of the twin and
I
the sections are at different positions, the upper one closer to the 
centre of the crystal than the lower. In each one we can see growth 
horizons of both members of the twin meeting at the interface which 
runs from south-west to north-east approximately, at about 30° with 
the horizontal direction (the angle between [Il]j and [II2] is 
61°50*). The angle between the growth lines is about l40° and 
taking account of the shortening of dimensions in the horizontal 
direction,agrees well with the angle between octahedral planes in 
a 'normal * and twinned orientation of l4l° 12'. It is not clear 
what hanpens adjacent to the twin boundary and we can observe again 
the stepped nature of some growth bands clearly on the lower part 
of the upper topograph. We can note a reentrant where the twin
84
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Fig.7.3. B 21. Laue js-ttem (top), x l.j. Synchrotron laue topographs 
(bottom), X 22.
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Fig.7.4. B l6, crystal thickness * 1.5 mm, section topographs, 
X 25. Top: section at 0,6 mm. Bottom:section at 0.3 mm.
/ ai *
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Fig.7.5* B 16, mid-section, x 40.
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Fig,7.6, B 16, section topographs, x 25. Tops at 0.37 mm. 
Bottoms at O.I9 mm.
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boundary reaches the surface of the crystal, on the lower topograph 
(upper right), indicating this is a region more affected by . 
dissolution.
Figure 7-5 is a 224 reflexion section topograph, through the 
middle of the crystal, with the vertical now being the [lioj direction, 
and providing a view of both parts of the twin. The twin interface 
now runs vertically and appears to be a very irregular line; adjacent 
to its lower end one triangular feature similar to those identified 
earlier on Fig. 6.7 may be seen. On the top left a dark band is seen 
due to slip on (ill) planes.
Figure 7.6 shows again 224 reflexions similar to the one on 
Fig. 7.5 the top one at about I/8 of a mm from the exterior and the 
lower one at about l/4 of a mm from the external surface for a 
crystal about 2 mm thick. Here the stepped growth bands are quite 
clearly seen. The thick bands with light contrast appear to be due 
to slip, while some dark bands on the opposite side are very curved. 
The twin boundary on those topographs follows a line full of bends.
Figure 7.7 is a Laue picture taken with synchrotron radiation 
from another very rounded and etched Brazilian diamond about 2 mm 
thick. Under optical examination it showed itself to be a twinned 
dodecahedron mainly with a third smaller piece again twinned. It 
• was rather difficult to understand this crystal due to its heavilv 
etched and dissolved surface. However Fig. 7.7 is easy to interpret 
if we compare it with Fig.5.151 & Laue diagram of a twinned diamond 
with the X-rays travelling normally to the (111) twin plane; the 
crystal is indeed a twinned crystal. However there are other smaller 
spots, for example those close to 111 spots that are not found in 
Fig.5.15. A new Laue diagram was then made providing for another
89
Fig.7.7. B 3» Ij9.ue pattern, x 1.
'
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Fig.7.8 Laue diagram. X-rays along[ll]].
Specimen-to-film distance 25 mm. Three twinned parts.
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twinned part on the (III) in addition to the (111) twin plane. This 
is shown in Fig.7*8 and the agreement is very good. If there were 
yet another fourth part twinned on (ill) more spots would then be 
added but this is clearlv not the case.
A further evidence of these three members is found in Fig.7.9. 
On the left we have a 440 section topograph (with (llO) as the 
horizontal plane) where allowance was made for other reflexions 
being recorded on the photographic emulsion. The main spot, or rather 
the 440 reflexion is the one at the centre left, enlarged on the 
ri^t hand side of the figure. Here we can see two other spots 
arising from planes whose Bragg angles are close to that of the 
440 reflexion and not from the same part of the crystal, otherwise 
they would have the same shape approximately. The spot at’ the same 
level as the 440 spot is a 115 reflexion of one twinned part and 
3Î5 reflexion for the third part, in the coordinates of each twin, 
respectively. The enlarged topograph on the right of Fig.7.9 does 
not show much except for some dark growth bands.
Figure 7.10 is a 224 reflexion, with the horizontal plane as
(110) with two of the three parts reflecting in this orientation.
Of special notice are the curved growth bands towards the bottom 
of the picture and the dissolution re-entrant at the lower left.
The crystal was remounted with the twin planes vertical. Four 
section topographs were taken. Fig. 7.11 to 7.14, 50 micrometers 
apart, starting from the middle of the crystal. They are 224 
reflexions with the two larger members of the twin contributing 
to the image. We can see how the third part makes a wedge in 
between the other two, enlarging its volume as it approaches the 
surface of the crystal. Also it is clear that the third member of 
the twin originated right at the start of the whole crystal.
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Fi^.7«9« B 3» section topographs, left: x 10, right: x 35*
%
Fig.7.10. B 3, section topograph, x 35*
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Fig.7.11. B 3» section topograph, x 35-
V
Fig.7.12. B 3f section topograph, x 35*
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Fig.7.13. B 3» section topograph, x 35-
Fig.7.14. B 3, section topograph, x 35-
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A trace of the major twin boundary is discernible running 
vertically upwards. To the left of the pictures we can distinguish 
growth bands. Some steps on the growth bands closer to the centre 
of the crystal are visible and also seen are some nearer to the 
surface of the crystal, as in the bottom left-hand side of Fig.7.11. 
Some bands on the right-hand side appear to be curved which could 
be explained either by a multitude of steps or by’ subsequent 
histories of growth and dissolution.
Figure 7.15 is a scanning electron microscope photograph of 
this stone, where we can see strong etching effects: rounding of 
surfaces leaving terraces where growth horizons outcrop euid, in 
places, deep pitting.
Fig.7.15• B 3» SEM photograph, x 40
¥:
Fig.8.1. DTG 18, SEM photograph, x 22.
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C H A P T E R  V I I I
THE ARROW TWIN
Figure 8.1 (previous page) is a scanning electron microscope 
photograph of an apparent contact twin of about 6 nun length and 
2.5 mm tall. We can see that its habit is of a flattened twinned 
octahedron,but with an extended development of the faces parallel 
to the twin plane, with the outline of a lozenge.
A 440 reflexion topograph is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is from 
a section through the middle of one member of the crystal. On the 
right hand side of the picture we can see some growth bands 
characteristic of a section parallel to an octahedral plane. Dislo­
cations can be seen leaving what appears to be the nucleus of the 
crystal and travelling towards the external surface. On the left
V
hand side it is just possible to note a growth band parallel to the 
outline of the crystal. Also bundles of dislocations appear to 
radiate from the nucleus of the crystal to ^ that region, and a 
rectangular feature is clearly seen arising from the nucleus of the 
crystal ajnd reaching the vertical edge on its left-hand side.
Figure 3.3 shows two section topographs taken closer to 
the interface between the two members of the crystal. The upper 
one is the closer to the twin boundary and there is no reflexion 
from the right hajid side of the crystal. The lower picture, a 
section topograph in between the upper one and that shown in 
Fig.3.2 shows now some development on the right hand side, indicating 
that this part of the crystal does not develop across the full width 
of the crystal. Dislocations are seen perpendicular to growth
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Fig.8.2. DTG l8, section topograph, x 25
(Fig.8.3. DTG 18, section topographs, x 25. Top: 0.24 mm from twin 
boundary. Bottom:0.36 mm from twin bounds-ry.
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horizons; and the central growth hands form an almost complete triangle, 
The outline of this triangle shows a gap from whence material appears 
to have grown towards the right-hand comer. With the exception of 
some kind of "hezring-hone" structure now appearing on the narrow 
rectangular region extending to the left edge, there are no changes 
to note on the left hand side .
Figure 8.4 presents two section topographs of the other member 
of the twin, after remounting the crystal. The thickness of that 
part of the crystal, as measured with the aid of the X-rays, is of 
about 0.9 mm. The top topograph is a section taken at 0.55 mm from 
the twin boundary. Growth bands are seen near to the centre of the 
topograph outlining the triangle. From this triangle dislocations 
leave towards the surface. These are more visible on the vertical 
side where they appear to cross each other. The lower topograph is 
actually a composition of two topographs at the same position, in 
an attempt to make features on the 'tail of the arrow ' appear more 
clearly. It is a section closer to the twin boundary, at a distance 
from it of 0.26 mm. Some growth bands are seen as well as dislocations 
that leave the inner triangle. The bottom corner is now visible and 
its growth appears to have been promoted by the large number of 
dislocations seen.The 'heirinjbone ' structure on the tail of the 
topograph could be the contrast arising from growth bands, as the 
ciystal grew up to the end of the tail.
Fig 8.5 shows on the left a 333 reflexion section topograph 
through the middle of the crystal showing both parts of it. The dark 
line running from top to bottom roughly in the middle of the picture 
should be the trace of the twin boundaiy. This line however, roughly 
at the end of its first quarter, breaks to the right and then back
101
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Fig.8.4. DTG 18, section topographs, x 25.
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Fig.8.5. DTG 18, section topographs, x 25.
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to the middle by the end of the third quarter. From the middle of 
the topograph dislocations are seen forming an almost symmetrical 
pattern with respect to a horizontal plane through the middle. These 
dislocations change direction by about 70° at about O.15 mm from the 
surface. The dark spots on the right of the figure^  are in fact the 
result of a single 004 reflexion section topograph from the part of 
the twin that apuears in Fig.8.4. This reflexion is from a section 
at about 80° apait from those in Fig 8.4. The tail starts at about 
2.8 mm from one tip of the crystal and the section shown is at about 
4.0 mm from this same tip. The central spot is a cross-section of 
the tail and it is I50 micrometres wide by 320 micrometres tall. The 
nearly symmetrical spots above and below are traces of the two similar 
corners in the arrow head, and are thus in the same orientation as the 
tail;^one of these corners is shown in Fig.8.4, lower topograph, bottom 
comer.
Figure 8.6 shows two section topographs using the 004 reflexion 
from the other member of the twin. The one on the left is a section 
at 5/8 of the crystal length and the other at 3/^» measured from the 
comer. Noticeable are the thick growth bands more or less parallel 
to the external surface in the topograph on the left. The topograph 
on the right was taken with a much smaller slit width and the improvement 
on resolution is evident. Now we can see the gau left by the tail of 
the arrow in the tonograph. On the centre of the topograph there is 
a rectangular region of light contrast in the print, showing that a 
twinned part protrudes into the other. This particular topograph is 
similar to the one shown in Fig. 6.6 with the habits of the two crystals 
also alike.
A i^ue transmission photograph taken with synchrotron radiation
■ ?
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Fig.8.6. DTG id, section topographs^ x 25,
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Fig.8.7. laue pattern of DTG 18, x 1,
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is presented here as Fig. 8,7 a contact print from a D 2 Structurix 
Agfa film. The arrangement of the spots shows the X-rays‘along the 
twin axis. The entire crystal is illuminated by the radiation beam 
and with the very distict shapes of the two members of the twin, 
their relative orientation and position is very well put in view, as 
a regular twinned octahedron. The second most intense spots are of 
311-type and both members of the twin are reflecting.
Two synchrotron topographs recorded on nuclear emulsion are 
presented as enlarged views in Fig. 8.8. The plates were placed above 
the crystal at a distance of 60 mm from it and parallel to the 
horizontal plane ; therefore only Bragg reflected radiation and background 
reach the photographic emulsion.
The four darker'spots * on the central vertical line of the 
upper topograph may be indexed as, from bottom to top, 115» 117» 004 
and 1Î13» this last one being in fact the 331 reflexion of the'arrow' 
member as opposed to the three previous ones from the'lozenge'. The 
five main spots on the same line on the other plate can be indexed, 
from bottom to top, 113, Il4, Ï15, 117 and 11 13; the spots with indices 
ll4 and 11 I3 are in fact due to (220) and (331) planes twinned on
(ill), and therefore shoud appear as ideed they do from the 'arrow'
K A-
member of the twin. However the roles played by both parts are on 
the second plate reversed. This means that for indexing purposes the 
ciystallographic axes attached to one member on one plate are attached 
to the other on the second plate. This simplifies the indexing 
procedure as well as retaining the relevant information concerning 
the actual reflecting planes.
Two spots from the upper Laue topograph are enlarged in Fig.8.9. 
The top one is the 331 reflexion and the lower the 004 reflexion. 
Individual dislocations are easily distinguished here. They are seen
éf
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Fig.8.8. DTG 18, Laue synchrotron topographs, x 1.5
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Fig.8.9. DTG 18, Laue topographs, x 25.
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Fig.8.10. DTG 18, Laue photographs, x 25.
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with darker contrast leaving the comers c* the inner triangle formed 
by growth hands and others in a lighter contrast leaving the sides of 
the triangle. The lower tooograph shows more details, with surface 
damage seen as dark patches on the right hajid side of the topograph 
as well as smaller marks scattered throughout the image. Some growth 
hemds are seen as vertical parallel lines around the middle of the 
topograph. Of notice are the changes of direction suffered by- 
dislocations, especially those leaving the left hand comer of the 
inner triangle. It is quite evident that the number of dislocations 
leaving the sides of the inner triangle is much higher than those 
leaving its comers.
Fig.3.10 is a pair of topographs from the second plate; the 
top one is the ÎI5 reflexion and the bottom one the 220. There is 
not much extra information here, but the growth sector making the 
top corner of the topograph shows some infilling. The lower topograph 
shows with clarity many dislocations appearing to start from the 
central vertical growth band,
From these topographs a likely arrangement of the two parts 
would be as presented in Fig. 8.11, a projection onto the (llOj 
plane of the idealized crystal with great exaggeration of dimensions.
Fig. 8.11 The arrow twin.
Ill
The region filled with parallel straight lines makes the part 
of the twin with the shape of an arrow and it is possible to build 
such a part with growth only on octahedral planes. The cross hatched 
corner would then be produced by infilling. The growth of the crystal 
beyond the commoner shape of a triangular made could have been 
promoted by the large number of dislocations we observed leaving a 
part of the crystal towards the tail of the arrow and effectively 
enclosing it a twinned orientation.
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INTERPENETRANT CUBES
Another habit of twinned crystals of the cubic system is 
that of the internenetrant cubes, as shown in Fig. 9,1. These are 
frequent in fluorite but rare in diamond. Two crystals of that 
shape examined heve their scanning electron microscope photograuhs 
shown in Fig. ç,2. The top one is in the shape of Fig. 9.I, although 
not with a complete development of all its faces. The two inter­
penetrating cubes are of about the same size (edge about 3 nun long), 
and the crystal has a dark brown colour. It is full of misorientations 
as the rocking curve, Fig. 9*3 demonstrates.
Figure 9»^ shows two topographs of this first crystal. The top 
one is a 224 reflexion in the (llO) plane, and shows a section through 
the middle of one of the cubes, the other is in a non-reflecting 
orientation. The section is about 5° off the (ÎIO) plane. It seems 
that the crystal started its growth in twin orientation right from 
the start and from this nucleus we note lines similar to those 
observed in the growth of cubic crystals (MOORE & LANG 1972) indicative 
of fibrous growth. This sort of growth is presumably due to the 
adherence of microscopic impurities during the growth of the crystal 
preventing the octahedral faces from growing, and forcing a columnar 
growth; which by fibre branching results in a cubic habit.
The lower topograph, a 224 reflexion, shows how misoriented 
the crystal is.
Figure 9*5 shows at the top a projection topograph of one 
member of the twin using the 440 reflexion. The resolution is very
113
Fig.9'1 The interpenetrating cubes.
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Fig.9.2. SSM photographs, x 22, top: IG 1, bottom: IG 2.
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Fig. 9.3 Rocking curve of interpenetrant cubes.
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Fig.9 ,4. IG 1, scetion topographs, x 20.
mFig.9.5. IG 1, section topographs, x 20
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poor but again shows the crystal is very misoriented. The lower 
topograph is a 004 reflexion section topograph through the middle 
of the crystal; some indication of fibrous growth is seen especially 
in the left hand side lobe.
Figure 9.6 is an enlargement of a Laue synchrotron topograph 
recorded on nuclear emulsion plate (real size 75 % 75 mm ) and below 
the magnified view of one spot, a 004 reflexion, the most intense one 
in the top of the vertical line of symmetry. Apart from misoriented 
regions^is difficult to say very much about the crystal from this 
particular topograph, because the surface contributes so much to the 
diffraction contrast making it difficult to discern any contrast from 
the interior of the crystal.
The next topograph however is better. Using again synchrotron 
radiation it was possible to record the spots seen in Fig. 9*7 which, 
apart from weak reflexions displays the 2 fold symmetiy appropriate 
to X-rays travelling along a [llo]direction. From diagram like that 
in Fig.5. it is possible to index the spot shown as the lower part 
of Fig.9.7, and coming from the left-hand dark spot of the Laue 
photograph above it, as a IÏ5 reflexion of one part, together with 
the reflexion from (ill) from the other cube. In this topograph as 
in others on the plate we see a white cross on the image of each 
spot, indicating that the fit between the two cubes is not perfect 
and giving rise to a misoriented region right from the nucleus. Regions 
of the crystal with small misorientations are not imaged in a 
conventional Lang method experiment; using synchrotron radiation 
in a white beam camera, these regions are recorded and we can see 
in this topograph how complete the image is. The mode of growth of 
the crystal is made clearer on this topograph; as evidence of fibrous 
growth we may note the lines that radiate from the centre of the crystal.
l2o
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Fig.9.6, IG 1, synchrotron Laue topogra.phs. Tops x I.5 
Bottoms X 15.
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Fig.9.7. IG 1, synchrotron Laue topographs. Top: x I.5
Bottom; X 15.
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Fig.9.5 is an enlarged view of a plate where Laue spots were 
recorded, using again synchrotron radiation, reflected by the 
interpenetrant cubes whose SEM photograph appear on the lower part 
of Fig. 9*2. The geometry is the same as in Fig.9.6 judging from 
the arrangement of the spots, with synchrotron radiation along ^ lO]:
We would expect to see large spots from the main part of the crystal 
and much smaller parts as well (from the smaller cube) as indeed we 
see, however the number of reflexions is much greater than expected 
and it was very difficult to ascertain what is the relative orientation 
of the smaller pieces of crystal in relation to the larger one.
This crystal is more misoriented still than the former one, 
as the rocking curve in Fig.9.9 shows.
Two section topographs taken with conventional X-ray generator 
are shown in Fig.9.10; they are 440 reflexions from a mid section 
of the same twin member, with the crystal set at the two more 
intense peaks on the rocking curve, which are 6* apart. It is quite 
difficult to infer anything from the topographs, except for the 
misorientation, but the top topograph on its left hand comer shows 
again some fibrous growth.
The conclusions to be drawn from these observations are that 
both crystals grew in a fibrous fashion with a cubic habit resulting.
In the first crystal twinning at an early stage gave rise to inter- 
penetrant cubes of equal size. In the second, a dominant cube gave 
birth to a smaller one, after it had already reached a reasonable 
size, as well as to various misoriented regions. As far as one can 
tell the smaller cube is not in a perfect twin orientation. A more 
likely explanation is that it may therefore be an intergrowth. 
Noteworthy are the deep features cutting the places where the two
m.
I
Fig.9.8. IG 2, I^ -ue pattern, x 2.
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cubes meet, as seen in the lower Fig.9.2 as well as the hummocky nature 
of the cube 'faces' themselves, possibly caused by some dissolution 
of the bundles of fibres.
Fig.9.9 Rocking curve of interpenetrant cubes
125
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Fig.9.10. IG 2, section topographs, x 20,
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C H A P T E R  X
CONCLUSION
From the X-ray evidence presented in this work, it is nossihle 
to establish that the twinned diamond crystals examined started as 
twins, right from the beginning of each crystal's groi-rbh, at its 
nucleus, under conditions of higher supersaturation.
The twinned dodecahedral habit of the majority of crystals is 
a result of dissolution of the twinned octahedron, in the same way 
as the dodecahedral habit of the single crystal of natural diamond 
arises from dissolution of the octahedron.
The belief that contact twins are made of two narts separated
penetrating
by a plane cannot stand, as the evidence of one part^into the other 
is clear, and in any case, the'composition plane' is seldom planar.
The flattened, triangular, habit of macles, with large faces 
parallel to the twin plane are the result of growth enhancement at 
the re-entrant comers and not to dislocation promoted growth.
The lozenge habit of some twinned diamond crystals, however, 
appears to be caused by extended growth, promoted by dislocations, 
of the octahedral planes inclined to the twin plane and enclosing 
the twinned material.
Interpenetrant cubes are twinned diamond crystals on (ill), 
exhibiting fibrous growth responsible for the cubic habit ; with no 
need for the assumption of a different twin plane and of overgrowth.
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TWINNING IN DIAMOND; AN X-RAY TOPO­
GRAPHIC STUDY. By W. G . Machado and Moreton 
Moore, Royal Holloway College, University of 
London, Egham, Surrey, TW20 OEX, England.
There are several different types of growth 
twinning in diamond of which the most common is 
the spinel (contact) twin or m ade. The two 
parts of the twin are nearly always about the 
same size, and the crystal is usually thin per­
pendicular to the composition plane. Prefer­
ential growth in the re-entrants could account 
for this tabular habit, so long as these re-en­
trants do not fill up. X-ray topography has 
revealed twin-growth from a very early stage, 
without preferential growth promoted by dis­
locations. Less common are interpenetrant 
twins: pairs of cubes twinned about [ill] .
These appear by X-ray topography to have the 
fibrous internal structures typical of coloured 
diamonds of cubic h a b i t N a t u r a l  rounded 
rhombic dodecahedral diamonds have been shown 
to be dissolved octahedral and here a twinned 
dodecahedral diamond from Brazil appears to be
a dissolved twinned 
octahedron. Multiple 
twinning, on the same 
or on different planes, 
is also exhibited by 
some diamonds.
1. M. Moore & A.R.Lang 
(1972) Phil.Mag. 26^ 
1313-1325.
2. M. Moore & A.R.Lang 
(1974) J.Cryst.Growth, 
26, 133-139.
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Abstract
Diffraction contrast phenom ena on X-ray topographs 
taken with continuous-spectrum  synchrotron rad ia­
tion have been studied at wavelengths of 0-057, 0-064, 
0-071, 0-100, 0-154, 0-206 and 0-250 nm. The specimen 
was a polished plate of natural diam ond with surfaces 
parallel to (110), ^ m m  thick. Using the T il  reflection 
and a stored electron beam energy of 1-8 GeV all 
topographs (except that taken with 2 =  0-25 nm) were 
harm onic free. The specimen exhibited m ixed-habit 
growth, containing sectors of norm al faceted {111} 
growth and sectors of non-faceted ‘cuboid’ growth in 
which growth-surface orientation was variable and 
only approxim ately parallel to {100}. Prior to X-ray 
topography the specimen had received localized 
damage from im plantation with fluorine ions of 
17 MeV energy. Features whose variation with wave­
length was studied included (1) the relative strengths of 
integrated reflections from {111} and ‘cuboid’ growth 
sectors, (2) the intensity of ‘spike’ disorder diffuse 
reflections relative to sharp Bragg reflections, (3) 
contrast from inclusions, polishing striae and fracture 
damage and (4) lattice bending and diffraction con­
trast at the sites of fluorine ion im plantation. Theoret­
ical predictions of the wavelength variation of the 
intensity of the diffuse reflection images and of con­
trast due to resolved defects showed good agreement 
with the observations.
1. Introduction
The application of synchrotron X-ray sources in X-ray 
topography is now an established practice. In one 
of the earliest series of synchrotron-radiation topo­
graphic experiments. H art (1975) dem onstrated that a
*On leave from Universidade Federal de Goiâs, Brasil.
resolution at least m atching that obtained with con­
ventional X-ray sources and topograph cameras could 
be realized. C onsideration of resolution capabilities 
and of other attributes and advantages of the m ethod 
have been discussed in reviews of continuous- 
spectrum  synchrotron-radiation topography (Tanner, 
1977; M iltat, 1980).
The freedom of choice of wavelength, within quite 
wide limits, evokes a question that the experimenter 
m ust answer: what wavelength will be m ost inform a­
tive in the topographic problem  at hand? Clearly, there 
can be no universal answer; and indeed in many 
situations the particular circumstances of the experi­
ment (such as high absorption in the case of trans­
mission specimens) greatly circumscribe the choice. 
Nevertheless, case studies of imaging of comm on 
lattice defects, com paring results obtained with as 
wide a range of wavelengths as possible, will provide 
useful guidance. The availability of a set of reference 
topographs can facilitate the interpretation of unfam ­
iliar diffraction contrast patterns. To generate a set of 
such reference topographs, and to try and account for 
the differences between them, were the aims of the 
series of experiments described here.
A well-recognized com plication in the in terpreta­
tion of white-radiation topographs produced by 
synchrotron sources arises from the overlapping of 
several orders of reflection in each image. A straight­
forward way of lessening this com plication is to study 
the 111 reflection from a crystal possessing the 
diam ond structure, for then the second order is for­
bidden. Having decided on this approach, there re­
mains the choice of crystal species. D iam ond itself has 
the advantage over silicon or germ anium  in that a 
relatively thick crystal can be used in transmission by 
virtue of its low X-ray absorption. D iam ond is also of 
proven robustness and insensitivity to X -radiation 
damage. Specimen stability is imperative when com ­
0021-8898/83/010113-13$01.50 ©  1983 International Union of Crystallography
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parability, and, as its prerequisite, reproducibility, of 
topographs must be m aintained. There are also ad ­
vantages in employing a specimen whose imperfec­
tions can be characterized by m ethods other than 
X-ray topography, i.e. by birefringence and optical 
absorption spectroscopy. The specimen used in the 
present work had been previously studied by several 
techniques. It was exemplary in its rich variety of 
imperfections, internal and superficial, natural and 
laboratory-induced. These characteristics are listed in 
§ 2, and the topographic features they generated are 
described in § 4. Some quantitative discussion of the 
diffraction contrast is presented in § 5.
2. The specimen
The polished plate of natural diam ond used for the 
topographic experiments was roughly oval in shape, 
its maximum dimension overall being 7-4 mm, its least 
diam eter 4 8 mm, and it was 0 55 mm thick. Its faces 
were polished accurately parallel to (110). The original 
shape of the entire crystal had been a slightly 
elongated rounded rhom bic dodecahedron. It was one 
of a suite of 13 specimens which had been studied in 
the uncut state by X-ray topography (Suzuki & Lang, 
1976a) for the purpose of delineating the relative 
development of norm al, faceted octahedral and of 
abnorm al, non-faceted growth of approxim ate cube 
orientation. The latter habit was term ed ‘cuboid’ as a 
shorthand description (Lang, 1974). These mixed- 
habit diam onds manifest (in greater or lesser degree) 
two features of special interest in the present context. 
Firstly, within the cuboid growth sectors (mainly in 
their inner regions) they contain a population of 
microscopic and sub-m icroscopic non-diam ond 
bodies (whose mineralogy is still the subject of conjec­
ture). These bodies are detectable optically by light- 
scattering, and X-ray topographically by the strain 
they produce in the relatively perfect diam ond m atrix 
surrounding them. Secondly, there is a growth- 
sectorial dependence of the am ount and state of 
aggregation of nitrogen im purity in these crystals. 
[N itrogen is the m ajor identified, and certainly the 
most studied, im purity in diam onds. For an in troduc­
tion to the study of nitrogen in diam ond, see the 
review by Evans (1976).] In m ixed-habit diam onds 
one finds m ore nitrogen in the {111} growth sectors 
than in the cuboid sectors. Also, one finds a greater 
population of the {100} platelet defects in the former 
sectors, as indicated both  by the 7-3 pm infrared 
absorption peak which correlates with platelets and 
by the strength of the ‘spike’ diffuse X-ray reflections 
which the platelets produce. [These spike reflections, 
known in the X-ray diffraction patterns of diam onds 
since 1940, have recently been studied also in the 
electron diffraction patterns of diam onds by Sum ida & 
Lang (1982), and their report gives a sum m ary of the
history of observations and explanations of spike 
reflections.] Regions of diam ond which contain a 
population of relatively large platelets, i.e. platelets 
having a m ajor diam eter of, say, 40 nm or more, give a 
significantly higher integrated reflection than platelet- 
free regions. However, it is only when the platelets are 
exceptionally large ( >  1 pm diameter) and well spaced 
apart (> 5  to 10 pm m utual separation) that they can 
be individually resolved X-ray topographically (Lang, 
1977). An excess reflectivity produced by the platelet 
population was strongly evident in the {111} growth 
sectors of the crystal (specimen G D 0 2 ) used in the 
present experiments. This crystal, which combined a 
display of individual diffraction-contrast images of the 
non-diam ond particles in the cuboid grow th sectors 
with the above-m entioned heightened integrated in­
tensity from {111} sectors, was thus adm irably suited 
to be a test specimen for studying the wavelength 
dependence of contrast from both  individually re­
solved defects and from those not so resolved.
Slices parallel to (110) cut from crystal G D 0 2  have 
been used for X-ray, optical, cathodoluminescence, 
transm ission electron m icroscopy and o ther studies. 
X-ray topographs of a near central slice (specimen 
G D 0 2 /1 ) taken when its surfaces were in a well- 
polished and alm ost damage-free state have been 
published in connection with two investigations. The 
first described {111} faceted re-entrants at some 
cuboid-cuboid  growth-sector boundaries (Suzuki & 
Lang, 19766). The second included experiments on 
this specimen concerning the correlation of electrosta­
tic charging patterns with internal structure (Adam, 
Bielicki & Lang, 1981). O ther experiments were per­
formed on this specimen subsequently. It has been 
bom barded locally with ^®F ions with the aim of 
estim ating hydrogen content by the in situ reaction 
^H(^^F, (xyf^O  (Sellschop, M adiba & Annegarn, 1980). 
Later it had been repolished (rather imperfectly) and 
then bom barded again. Consequently, in the state 
in which it existed during the present experiments 
it exhibited both  m an-m ade and natural defects in 
juxtaposition. Fig. 1 is a much simplified m ap of 
specimen G D 0 2 /1 . The orientations of im portant 
crystallographic directions are given, and the location 
of features alluded to in § 4 are shown in this figure.
3. Topographic experiments
The rough periphery of the specimen slice represents 
the intersection of the polished (110) surfaces with the 
original external surface of the crystal. This external 
surface was a rounded solution form, w ithout facets. 
Thus correct orientation of the specimen, both  for 
the accurate polishing of the (110) faces and for most 
X-ray topographic experiments, was perform ed by 
X-ray m ethods. In the case of the topographs here 
discussed, those taken with the T il  reflection in
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symmetrical transmission, alignment was performed 
on a conventional topograph camera set up on a 
laboratory X-ray source. The specimen, m ounted by 
two thin Araldite pillars within a light frame attached 
to a standard goniometer head, was then transported 
to the white-radiation topograph camera installed 
at the SERC Storage Ring at Daresbury, Cheshire 
(Bowen, Davies, Clark, Nicholson, Tanner, Roberts & 
Sherwood, 1981, 1982). The incident-beam collimator 
consisted of a pair of coaxial circular apertures tre­
panned in discs of X-ray-absorbing glass. Each disc was 
6 mm thick and their separation was 50 mm. The 
apertures were each of 8 3 mm diameter, a suitable size 
for producing a beam that just comfortably covered the 
whole specimen. Topographs were taken with the 
plane of incidence vertical (i.e. norm al to the plane of 
the storage ring). Hence the patterns represented 
diffraction with a single polarization mode, the a mode. 
Zero setting of the Bragg-angle scale was done op­
tically, taking advantage of the (110) polished faces of 
the specimen, but the true Bragg angles could have
t [001]
Table 1. Bragg angles, wavelengths, absorption, extinc­
tion distances and reflection widths fo r  the diamond 111 
reflection (and fo r the 333 reflection at 0^ =  37° only)
0
t  [001)
Fig. 1. Simplified map of features in specimen G D 02/1 . The 
direction [110] points towards the reader. Sectors of octahedral 
faceted growth are shaded. Unshaded areas are non-faceted 
cuboid growth. [Differences between outcrops of growth-sector 
boundaries on (110) and (TTO) are not distinguished, nor are the 
differing outlines of the (110) and (TTO) faces. Hence the shapes of 
growth sectors are only roughly represented.] The five patches of 
ion-implantation damage are numbered. Their intense lunes of 
diffraction contrast are shown solid and the positions of the 
elliptical catistics described in § 4.5 are indicated. Overall specimen 
height 7 4 mm.
6a n X  (nm) fi (mm b I/lo Ufim) (arc s)
8 0-057 0-012 0-93 47 1-8
9 0-064 0-015 0-92 42 2-0
10 0-071 0-019 0-90 38 2-3
14 0-100 0-47 0-77 26 3-2
22 0-154 1-5 0-42 16-3 5-2
30 0-206 3-6 0-10 11-4 7-5
37 0-250 6-5 0-01 8-7 9-7
(37 0-083 0-29 0-82 67 0-4)
been about off the nominal values of 0g listed in 
Table 1. A corresponding uncertainty attaches to the 
wavelengths tabulated, but it is not significant.
Three series of topographs were taken. The prin­
cipal series, which provided the most data, was the set 
of T il transmission topographs taken with the wave­
lengths listed in Table 1, and these topographs are 
exhibited in Figs. 2 -5  and 7-9. In this series, a fixed 
specimen-to-plate distance of 118 mm was employed, 
the stored beam energy was 18 GeV and the stored 
current was between 133 and 123 mA. The second 
series used symmetrical surface reflection from the 
(110) specimen surface with 0^ =  45°, and specimen-to- 
plate distances of 20, 40, 80 and 160 mm. The third 
series repeated the 111 symmetrical transmission with 
0g =  22° but used specimen-to-plate distances of 20, 
40, 80 and 160 mm. The second and third series were 
taken with a stored beam energy of 19 GeV. Ilford L4 
nuclear plates, emulsion thickness 25 pm, constituted 
the principal recording medium in all cases. One Agfa 
Strukturix Type D2 X-ray film was placed on the 
specimen side of the L4 plate. (One sheet of this 
double-coated film transmits the fraction 0 87 of M o 
Koc radiation, 2 =  0-071 nm, and 0-54 of Cu Ka, 
2 =  0-154 nm.) The nuclear plates were processed in 
diluted D19 developer (1 part D19 to 3 parts water) 
for 5 min at room  tem perature. Exposure times 
ranged from 5 to 100 s, the times being chosen so as to 
produce photographic densities not greatly dissimilar 
in the topograph images to be compared.
4. Observations
4.1. General remarks
Table 1 includes param eters of importance in deter­
mining the leading characteristics of the type of 
diffraction contrast exhibited by the topographs. The 
parameters are the absorption and the extinction 
distance. A reasonable measure of absorption is the 
transmission ratio (I/Iq) of the primary beam cal­
culated from 7//o =  exp(—Titsec 0b), where p is the 
normal linear absorption coefficient and t is the 
thickness of the specimen plate. This simple expression 
disregards anom alous transmission (which is consi-
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dered later). The values of / / / q show that with the four 
lowest wavelengths in Table 1 one expects patterns 
not significantly differing from the ‘zero-absorption’ 
case, but conditions for the pattern  with 2 =  0-25 nm 
are tending towards the ‘high-absorption’ case. W ith a 
stored electron beam energy not higher than 1-8 GeV 
it is only at the greatest Bragg angle that one would 
expect a noticeable contribution from the harm onic 
radiation giving the 333 reflection. Hence param eters 
relating to the 333 reflection are included in the table 
only for 0g =  37° (in parentheses). Indications of the 
presence of a harm onic contribution in the pattern  
recorded at 0^ =  37° are described below in §§ 4.2 and
4.4.
The extinction distance, is given by
^=ro|T|2/7iKcos 0B, (1)
in which Tq is the classical radius of the electron, 
2-818 fm, F is the structure factor and Kthe volume of 
the unit cell. Expression (1) om its the polarization 
factor which is unity in the present experiments. The 
structure factors used for Table 1 adopt the atom ic 
scattering factors of Dawson (1967). The measure of 
reflection width, A[J/q, is the full width at half­
maximum intensity, in the symmetrical Laue geom ­
etry (disregarding anom alous transmission), for the
C
Fig. 2. Synchrotron-radiation topograph of specimen G D 02 /1 , 
2 =  0-057 nm. Direction of 111 g vector is shown in Fig. 1. 
Topograph viewed looking towards X-ray source. (Similar diffrac­
tion conditions in Figs. 3 -5  and 7 -9  except for change of 
wavelength.)
reflection of m onochrom atic radiation, and is
A,l,o = 2dr\ (2)
where d is the in terplanar spacing.
A glance at the topographs in Figs. 2 -9  shows that 
the pattern of distribution of octahedral and cuboid 
growth sectors is the dom inant natural feature de­
tected in the specimen at all wavelengths. Its contri­
bution to the image has two m ajor com ponents, that 
from the growth-sector boundaries, and that from the 
differing intensities registered from the volumes of 
octahedral growth com pared with those of cuboid 
growth. The greater intensity from the octahedral 
sectors is seen to have two com ponents, that which is 
generated within a range of angular reflection com par­
able in order of m agnitude with A iJ/q, and that which 
arises from the diffuse spike reflections. The latter may 
spread over an angular range several orders of m ag­
nitude greater than A iJjq. The contribution of the 
diffuse reflections is considered further in §§4.3 and 
5.2 below. The m ost striking m an-m ade features 
imaged in the topographs are the patches of ion- 
bom bardm ent damage. Their contrast characteristics 
show a strong variation with wavelength; description 
of them follows in § 4.5, with m ore discussion in § 5.3.
4.2. Contrast from  internal lattice defects
It was suspected that the diffuse reflections would 
be leading features of interest in these experiments. To 
maximize their visibility the unusually long specimen-
Fig. 3. Synchrotron-radiation topograph, 2 =  0-064 nm.
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to-plate distance of 118 mm was chosen to ensure that 
background from Com pton and other scattering was 
very low. The resulting loss of geometrical resolution 
was deemed tolerable especially since this specimen 
showed no individual dislocation images and (in the 
T11 reflection) no fringes in the images of the growth- 
sector boundaries, for the observation of both of 
which the best resolution would have been desirable. 
In studying the thick dark lunes embracing the ion- 
bom barded patches indifferent topographic resolution 
was no great handicap. Indeed, in this instance the 
long specimen-to-plate distance was helpful in reveal­
ing the ‘caustics’ associated with the lunes (described 
in § 4.5). The probable source dimensions when the 
topographs were taken were about 0 5 mm in the 
vertical direction {i.e. parallel to the plane of incidence) 
and about 12 mm in the horizontal direction. W ith the 
ratio of specimen-to-plate distance to specimen-to- 
source distance employed (1-5 x 10“ )^, the predicted 
image spreads due to finite source size are 0 75 and 
18 pm parallel to and normal to the plane of incidence, 
respectively. These predictions are consistent with the 
observations. A separation of the contributions of the 
spike diffuse reflection and of the sharp Bragg reflec­
tion to the intensity recorded from an extended crystal 
region cannot be achieved by any simple experimental 
device in the Laue projection topograph arrangement. 
In making estimates of the ratio of the integrated 
intensity from octahedral growth sectors to that from 
cuboid growth sectors, the spike contributions to the
intensities could not be excluded. (This ratio is, of 
course, not only strongly specimen-dependent in gen­
eral, but in most specimens it varies irregularly with 
distance from the crystal centre. Crystal G D 0 2  is 
unusually free from the latter variation.) In specimen 
G D 02/1  the ratio is found to be about 3, a value 
arrived at by image m atching with neutral density 
filters. It shows no clear-cut dependence upon 
wavelength.
The images of growth-sector boundaries do vary 
markedly with wavelength. The diffraction-contrast 
phenomena at the growth-sector boundaries in this 
crystal are complex, and only their leading features 
will be commented upon. As a generalization, the 
growth-sector-boundary contrast increases as the in­
clination of the boundary to the plane of incidence 
steepens. In the present symmetrical Laue-case 
geometry one would expect the contrast from a plane 
segment of sector boundary to vanish if the segment 
lies in the plane of incidence. N o Segments fulfil the 
latter condition in this specimen. In the topographs 
taken with the shorter wavelengths, all the boundaries 
show strong contrast at their outcrops at both surfaces 
of the specimen. Consider, as examples of strongly 
visible boundaries, the (lTl)/(001) growth-sector 
boundary (which runs from the centre of the specimen 
towards the upper left edge of the specimen, in the 
orientation_in_ which the topographs are reproduced), 
and the (11T)/(001) growth-sector boundary (seen 
running from the specimen centre to the lower right
C
Fig. 4. Synchrotron-radiation topograph, 2 =  0 071 nm. Fig. 5. Synchrotron-radiation topograph, 2 =  0-100 nm.
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edge). The large, relatively flat segments of these boundary, the right-hand m em ber of the pair of
boundaries make an angle of about_ 78° with the outcrop images represents the outcrop of the bound-
specimen surface. In the case of the (lTl)/(001) sector ary at the X-ray entrance surface, and the same
Fig. 6. Characteristic-radiation topograph, 111 reflection, Cu Ka^, 
2 =  0154  nm. For comparison with Fig. 7.
Fig. 8. Synchrotron-radiation topograph, 2 =  0-206 nm.
Fig. 7. Synchrotron-radiation topograph, 2 =  0-154 nm. Fig. 9. Synchrotron-radiation topograph, 2 =  0-250 nm.
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situation applies with the (TlT)/(OOT) boundary. It 
follows that in a path  parallel to the (T il) Bragg planes 
{i.e. in the direction of energy flow under the exact 
Bragg condition) the X-rays pass from octahedral 
growth m aterial to cuboid growth material in the case 
of the ( l l l ) / (001)_boundary, and from cuboid to 
octahedral at the (TlT)/(OOT) boundary. With increas­
ing wavelength, the narrowing of the images of sector- 
boundary outcrops and the reduction in the overall 
contrast of such outcrops is clearly evident. The 
visibility of the (lTl)/(001) boundary outcrops 
becomes greater than that of the (TlT)/(OOT) boundary 
outcrops at the longer wavelengths 0-154 and 
0-206 nm. Regarding ‘area contrast’ from the bound­
aries, i.e. the contrast seen where the growth sectors 
overlap in projection, when such contrast is not 
masked by strong contrast from the outcrops, it is 
perceived that at the shorter wavelengths the area 
contrast from the (TlT)/(OOT) boundary is greater than 
that from the (lTl)/(001) boundary. The above- 
mentioned variations are discussed in § 5.4. Caution is 
needed in dealing with the sector-boundary images in 
Fig. 9. It is likely that the broad dark images of the 
boundaries under discussion exhibited in that figure 
include appreciable contributions from the 2/3 har­
monic. The strains associated with these boundaries 
will generate very broad and strong images in the 333 
reflection as a consequence of the small value of A iJ/q 
(Table 1).
An intriguing feature in Fig. 9 is the narrow bright 
line following the course of the image of the X-ray 
entrance surface outcrop of the (lTl)/(001) boundary. 
This bright line (which of course represents a defi­
ciency in the diffracted beam) can be traced from the 
edge of the crystal to close to the centre. One can also 
detect a narrow dark line running from the centre in 
the opposite direction, along a line corresponding to 
the X-ray exit surface outcrop of the (llT)/(001) sector 
boundary: this dark line can be seen near the crystal 
centre but is difficult to follow further than about 
halfway to the specimen edge. The width of the bright 
line is about 5 pm. These light and dark lines have all 
the characteristics of the X-ray refraction effects such 
as quite often appear on high-resolution topographs 
of sharp-edged, flat-faceted, polyhedral crystals when 
images of the face edges (or of re-entrants of large 
steps) cross the projection topograph image. However, 
no significant surface steps or grooves are associated 
with the growth-sector boundary outcrops on the 
polished surfaces of this specimen. The lines are 
considered again in § 5.4.
Regarding the contrast from the microscopic non­
diam ond bodies in the cuboid sectors, there is dif­
ficulty in judging how its variation with wavelength 
compares with that of other strain-gradient-producing 
defects because of much obscuration by the contrast 
arising from the polishing striae. This problem is
evident in the Cu Koc^  topograph. Fig. 6, and is 
exacerbated by the lesser geometrical resolution of 
the synchrotron-radiation topographs. However, in­
dividual images of some of the larger bodies in the inner 
regions of the specimen can be distinguished in the 
topographs taken with the three shortest wavelengths.
4.3. Disorder diffuse scattering
The platelet defects lying on the {100} planes in 
diam ond constitute a static lattice disorder which 
generates rod-like extensions of reflecting power in 
reciprocal space, the so-called ‘spikes’, parallel to 
( 100)  and centred on the reciprocal-lattice points. 
Details of the theory and of the experimental record­
ing of spikes relevant to the present work have been 
given by Suzuki & Lang (1976c) and M oore & Lang 
(1977). When a small crystal is set up on an X-ray 
camera with a characteristic radiation source it is in 
general a straightforward m atter to effect a complete 
spatial separation of the spike reflections (produced by 
the characteristic radiation) away from each other 
[and also from the sharp, Bragg reflection of (weak) 
continuous radiation] simply by mis-setting the 
crystal a degree or so off the Bragg angle for the 
characteristic radiation employed. Clearly, when only 
a continuous spectrum is present, no unique Ewald 
sphere is available with which to make a single chosen 
intersection with each spike, and some overlap be­
tween the spike reflections themselves, and between 
them and the sharp Laue reflection, is unavoidable (as 
m entioned above in § 4.2). The consequence of this on 
a continuous-spectrum  synchrotron-radiation topo­
graph is to add a diffuse halation to the sharp Bragg- 
reflection image of a spike-producing region.
The strength of a spike parallel to a given cube 
direction (say parallel to [ 100]) varies systematically 
with the corresponding index of the reciprocal-lattice 
point with which the spike is associated (in this 
example the ‘6’ in hkl) (Hoerni & W ooster, 1955). At 
the 111 point, that of present concern, spikes in all 
three cube directions are equally strong. The diffuse 
reflecting power (which the spike represents) falls off 
inversely as the square of the distance from the 
reciprocal-lattice point. Despite the fact that with very 
platelet-rich diamonds spike diffuse reflecting power 
can be detected over distances from the reciprocal- 
lattice point comparable with the reciprocal of the unit 
cell, it is only unusually strong and sharp spikes that 
retain an easily recordable intensity above the 
Com pton background scattering at mis-settings 
greater than 2 or 3° off the Bragg angle (in a con­
ventional characteristic-radiation experiment with 
Cu Ka). Crystal G D 0 2  produces unusually strong 
and sharp spikes from its octahedral growth sectors. 
At the 111 reciprocal-lattice points, the strength of the 
spikes from octahedral growth sectors is several times 
that from the cuboid growth sectors. Thus, as can be
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seen in the figures, it is the octahedral growth sectors 
which show noticeable halation in the synchrotron- 
radiation topographic images. These topographs 
register an integration of the diffuse reflecting power 
along each spike (to a good approxim ation). Thus 
with all three spikes being equivalent at 111 reflec­
tions, all will make the same contribution to the total 
diffuse intensity. The spatial extent of diffuse streaking 
produced by a spike on a continuous-radiation topo­
graph depends upon the spike orientation in a way 
which can be calculated as follows. Consider scatter­
ing from a point in reciprocal space distant R from the 
reciprocal-lattice point of the Bragg reflection con­
cerned. Let the Cartesian com ponents of R  be: R^ 
parallel to the reciprocal-lattice vector (g), R 2  norm al 
to the plane of incidence, and R^ norm al to g and lying 
in the plane of incidence. W ith continuous radiation it 
is easily seen that R^ produces no deviation of the 
direction of scattering away from that of the sharp 
Bragg reflection (whose diffracted wave vector is Kg), 
that R 2  causes a rotation of the direction of the 
scattered wave by an angle norm al to the plane
of incidence, and that R^ deviates the scattered wave 
away from Kg and in the plane of incidence by the 
angle IR ^ /lg l  For a spike oriented to give equal 
components R 2  and R^, streaking in the plane of 
incidence will exceed that norm al to the plane of 
incidence by the factor 2\K/g\=2d/À. This factor is 2-7 
for the 111 reflection and 2 =  0154 nm; and in all 
specimen settings for this reflection the streaking 
parallel to the plane of incidence will significantly 
exceed that norm al to the plane of incidence.
There is clearly evident wavelength dependence of 
the visibility of the halation on the synchrotron- 
radiation topographs. The strength of diffuse reflec­
tion relative to sharp Bragg reflection appears to go 
through a maximum at a wavelength around 0T5 nm.
4.4. Abrasion and fracture damage
Specimen surface abrasion dam age of two types is 
seen on the topographs. The type producing the more 
im portant topographic features consists of the polish­
ing striae which run in two directions ro tated  10° 
clockwise and anticlockwise from the [001] direction, 
respectively, and which cover m ost of the area of the 
specimen. The other manifestation is the population of 
black flecks of various sizes which represent a pepper­
ing of percussion damage on the natural surfaces of 
the diam ond that surround the plate. There can also 
be seen a delineation of the edges of the plate by 
diffraction contrast. The last-m entioned has two 
origins. Firstly, there is some additional damage 
around the edges, small-scale chipping and cracking 
produced in the polishing process. Secondly, there is 
local lattice curvature at the edges arising because at 
the unsupported edge a relaxation of the state of 
compressive stress existing in the polished surfaces can
take place. All the above-described contrast features 
progressively diminish with increase in wavelength. 
However, Fig. 9 again presents an anomaly. This 
is the wide and relatively strong image of the segment of 
the edge of the X-ray entrance surface that appears in 
the lower left of the topograph. The similarity of this 
image to that of the same segment as recorded by the 
shortest wavelengths will be noticed, and there can be 
little doubt that the harm onic radiation contributes to 
the images of edges registered in Fig. 9.
The fracture dam age covers a roughly circular area, 
diam eter about 1 mm, lying ju st below the top apex of 
the specimen. This is where some fragm ents flaked 
away from the (110) surface when pressure was applied 
to the apex by a clamping screw holding the specimen 
in a frame used in the ion-bom bardm ent experiments. 
The fracture has a rough conchoidal surface. The 
diffraction contrast from the fracture surface decreases 
progressively with increase in wavelength. The strik­
ing feature revealed by the synchrotron-radiation 
topographs is the large angular range of misorienta- 
tion with the contrast producing m aterial in the 
fracture surface. Observe the displacem ents in the 
pattern of blackening on Fig. 7 relative to that on 
Fig. 6. In particular, note the plume of blackening 
which has spread across the image a short distance 
above the topm ost ion-bom barded patch in Fig. 7. 
These displacements increase linearly with increasing 
specimen-to-plate distance, as shown by the series of 
topographs taken at 6^ = 22° with specimen-to-plate 
distances increasing from 20 to 160 mm. The max­
imum rotation of fracture-dam aged m aterial relative 
to the substrate, as exemplified in the plume just 
m entioned, is about 015°.
4.5. Contrast from  ion-implantation damage
The five ion-beam -dam aged patches, each of diame­
ter ~0-5 mm, all lie on the X-ray exit surface of the 
specimen. At patches 1 and 5 abou t 8 x 10^“^ fluorine 
ions per mm^ were im planted at an energy of 17 MeV, 
and half that num ber at each of the other three 
patches. The penetration depth of these ions is 5 pm. 
The dilatation within the lenticle of radiation damage 
introduced at this depth causes a local uplift of the 
adjacent specimen surface which is detectable by 
several optical methods. Three diffraction-contrast 
features are noteworthy: (1) the strong contrast from 
the periphery of the patches, giving the lunes so 
strongly visible in m ost of the topographs, (2) the 
much more weakly visible reflection caustics as­
sociated with the peripheries, and (3) a possible X-ray 
interference effect.
The displacement norm al to the specimen surface 
within the area of the patch is accom panied by a 
lattice ro tation at the periphery of the patch. This 
ro tation generates the strong contrast represented in 
the lunes. Since the ro tation  axis is tangential to the
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periphery its contrast-producing effect is minimal 
when the tangent to the periphery is parallel to g. Thus 
the familiar phenomenon of a diametrical ‘line of zero 
contrast’ normal to g is produced. In the present case 
this pattern is complicated by kinks in the boundary 
of the patch arising from an imperfectly circular cross 
section of the pinhole-collimated ion beam. The thick­
ness of the lunes, and their overall intensity, decrease 
progressively with increasing wavelength through the 
series of topographs, from the shortest wavelengths up 
to the wavelength 0 2 nm. The difference between the 
images of the ion im plantation damage recorded with 
2 =  0-2 nm and with 2 =  0-25 nm is not properly 
understood, but harmonic contribution to the latter 
pattern is believed to be significant.
Outside the very dark lunes there is an elliptical 
area of faint extra darkening bounded by a narrow 
dark elliptical ring. (See sketch in Fig. 1.) The major 
diameter of the ring lies in the plane of incidence. It is 
the same for patches 1 and 5, and at these patches its 
separation from the outer margins of the dark lunes is 
twice that seen at patches 2, 3 and 4. The ellipses are 
recognizable at all wavelengths except 0-25 nm, and 
are seen best on the topographs taken with 2 =  0-1 
and 0-15 nm. The diameters are independent of wave­
length. The rings are explicable in simple geometrical 
optical terms as reflection caustics, and they corre­
spond to Bragg reflections at the extrema of lattice 
rotation within material in the vicinity of the bound­
ary of the patches of ion im plantation. This interpreta­
tion is confirmed by measurements of the major 
diam eter of the ring on topographs with specimen-to- 
plate distances of 40, 80, 118 and 160 mm, and by 
absence of the caustic on the characteristic radiation 
topograph. Fig. 6. The direction of rotation is that
"If r
Fig. 10. Enlargement of part of left-hand lune associated with ion- 
bombarded patch no. 3 as recorded on synchrotron-radiation 
topograph taken with 2 =  0154 nm. Observe intensity oscil­
lations, ‘fringes’, at lower left outer margin of band of darkening. 
Field width 0 5 mm.
expected. At patches 1 and 5 the extremum of lattice 
rotation has the surprisingly high value of 2-1 m rad 
(0-12°).
Lastly, on Fig. 7 one can see some finely-spaced 
oscillations of intensity at the outer boundary of the 
left-hand lune of patches 3 and 4. They extend round 
the boundary over a range of about 30° above and 
below the plane of incidence. Fig. 10 is an enlargement 
of part of the left-hand lune of patch 3 where the 
oscillations are seen best. There are two, possibly three 
maxima. The spacing is about 8 pm. These oscillations 
hardly justify designation as a ‘fringe system’, but a 
type of ‘Lloyd’s m irror in transmission’ interference is 
not impossible when a plane incident wave of given 
wavelength passes in succession through two layers, 
slightly m utually misoriented, and is partially reflected 
by both of them. In this case, with 2 =  0-154 nm, the 
calculated m isorientation is 0-02 mrad. These ‘fringes’ 
are absent at the more heavily irradiated patch 5, 
they are detectable only on the synchrotron-radiation 
topograph taken with 2 =  0154 nm, and only on the 
plate taken with a specimen-to-plate distance of 
118 mm. If these features were moiré fringes then their 
visibility should not depend strongly upon the 
specimen-to-plate distance. W hether or not they be a 
true interference pattern, it is evident that the con­
ditions for their observation are quite critical.
5. Discussion
5.1. Wavelength dependence o f perfect-crystal reflec­
tivity
Consider the relations between the intensities re­
corded from perfect regions of the crystal on 
synchrotron-radiation topographs and the familiar 
formulae of dynamical diffraction theory. The theory 
gives expressions for the ratio of diffracted intensity, 
P{9— 9g), to incident intensity Iq, as a function of 
departure of the glancing angle 9 from the exact Bragg 
angle 0g corresponding to the wavelength 2q when the 
incident beam is ideally m onochrom atic (of wave­
length 2q) and m onodirectional. The integrated reflec­
tion on the glancing-angle scale, R®, is given by
(3)
In the case of symmetrical transmission (symmetrical 
Laue case), zero absorption, and a polarization 
state the ratio P{9 — 9b)/Iq takes a very simple form 
when expressed in terms of AijjQ [given by (2)] and 
the param eter y =  (^dmo)(0 —0g). Then P{y)IIo = 
^ l - \ - y ^ ) ~ ^  and =  (ti/4 )A iI/q. In all the following
discussion, attention will be confined to one particular 
Bragg reflection, so that F and d are fixed, and the only 
variable affecting A iJ/q is the wavelength. Then one can 
write (in the zero-absorption symmetrical Laue case)
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(4)
where the constant A=rQFdlnV.
In work with synchrotron radiation, the X-ray 
beam intensity at wavelength 2, P(2), can be stated as 
photon flux per steradian per unit bandwidth. Then 
the intensity recorded on a synchrotron-radiation 
topograph by a perfect-crystal region will be p ropor­
tional to /?®(d2/d0)P(2) (Hart, 1975; M iltat, 1980). 
Introduce = R%dÀ/dd) to denote the expression for 
the integrated reflection now relevant. One then finds 
(under the conditions of the experiment previously 
stated) a simple proportionality with wavelength
P" = (7T/2)X,2, (5)
with A^ = 2dA = 2roFd^/nV. In order to include 
absorption in the perfect-crystal case one needs to 
know e, the ratio of the imaginary part of F{hkl) to the 
imaginary part of F (000). For odd-index reflections in 
diam ond e will be slightly less than 2“ ^^ :^ here the value 
e =  0 7 is adopted for the 111 reflection. Batterm an & 
Cole (1964) present a convenient expression for F® for 
an absorbing crystal in the symmetrical Laue case, and 
the corresponding expression for R^ is
R^ = A ,{I/Io)D coshB , (6)
where (///q) is the norm al absorption factor 
exp (—ixt sec (as listed in Table 1), B =  sec 9g and
the integral D is
D =
cosh{B (l-f 3; )^
(1 + j;^)cosh B
dy. (7)
With m agnitudes of B large enough to cause the 
integral to fall significantly below nj2, the values of D 
tabulated by Batterm an (1962) can be used. Table 2 
lists several values of R^ for each wavelength in order 
to illustrate the effect of different absorption 
properties: all crystal param eters except n  and e are 
the same in these calculations, and are those for the 
diam ond 111 reflection. The four colum ns of values of 
R^ represent, respectively, the case of zero absorption, 
and the cases when /z is appropriate  for diam ond but 
e =  0, 0 7 and 0 95. The situation e =  0 could apply 
in a structure containing two or m ore elements with 
judicious choice of wavelength relative to absorption 
edges of the elements. The value e =  0 95 is roughly that 
which applies to even-index reflections from elements 
with the diam ond structure at room  tem perature. The 
wavelength dependence of the four values of R^ is 
illustrated in Fig. 11.
5.2. Wavelength dependence o f diffuse reflectivity
The synchrotron-radiation topographs show quite 
dram atically how much stronger is the spike diffuse
Table 2. Calculated values o f integrated reflection {R^) 
under various absorption conditions, and measures o f 
the contribution from  diffuse reflections (C J  and con­
trast from  defects (Cj)
(10"'“^ m)
X  (nm) li =  0 8 =  0 g =  0-7 g =  0-95 Cl C2
0-057 0-29 0-27 0-27 0-27 0-39 1-0
0064 0-33 0-30 0-30 0-30 0-45 0-87
0-071 0-37 0-32 0-32 0-33 0-51 0-78
0-100 0-52 0-38 0-39 0-39 0-71 0-54
0-154 0-80 0-33 0-36 0-38 1-00 0-30
0-206 1-07 0-11 0-19 0-28 0-80 0-12
0-250 1-30 0-01 0-08 0-21 0-32 0-03
reflection com ponent in their intensity com pared to 
that in characteristic-radiation topographs taken with 
similar wavelengths. In the characteristic-radiation 
case the com bination of narrow  incident-beam  diver­
gence with a small effective wavelength range deter­
mines that only short segments of spikes immediately 
adjacent to the reciprocal-lattice point satisfy the 
diffraction conditions for contributing to the intensity 
when the Bragg reflection is recorded. (If, on the other 
hand, the crystal were rocked through several degrees 
about the Bragg-peak angle during the course of 
exposure, then the characteristic-radiation topograph 
would register as strong a contribution from spike 
reflections relative to Bragg reflection as do the 
synchrotron-radiation topographs.) The scattering
E  0 - 3
o
'û: 0 2
0-1
0 05 0-10 0 - 2 50 - 1 5 0-20
WAVELENGTH /n m
Fig. 11. Calculated intensity on synchrotron-radiation topographs 
as a function of wavelength. The integrated reflection, R^, for a 
perfect diamond crystal, 111 reflection, is plotted for absorption 
conditions nt = 0 in (a), and with fi appropriate to diamond, 
t =  0-55 mm, and e =  0, e =  0-7 and e =  0-95 in (h), (c) and (d) 
respectively. The interrupted line shows the ratio, Ci, of in­
tegrated diffuse spike reflection to R ^  under the conditions 
applying in the present experiments. (C, ordinate scale is 
arbitrary.)
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power represented in the spikes can be calculated with 
the kinematical diffraction theory (Caticha-Ellis & 
Cochran, 1958). The integrated scattering intensity 
represented by the whole spike pattern surrounding a 
given reciprocal-lattice point is equivalent to that of a 
weakly scattering ‘ideally imperfect’ crystal whose 
lattice interference function is much spread out in 
reciprocal space. Thus the wavelength dependence of 
the strength of the spike reflections integrated over the 
whole region surrounding the reciprocal-lattice point 
within which appreciable spike intensity can be re­
corded is similar to that of the integrated reflection 
from an ideally imperfect crystal. The integrated 
reflection of the latter can be expressed as p® on the 
glancing-angle scale, or as on the wavelength scale 
appropriate for a Laue photograph. The familiar 
expression for the integrated reflection from a volume 
d F  of non-absorbing imperfect crystal, with the a 
polarization state, is (James, 1954) p^ = QAV  with 
Q = r lF ^ P /V ^  sin 26b- Introducing the constant A 
from § 5.1, the integrated reflection per unit volume of 
imperfect crystal becomes
p® =  iC'A^À^/d cos dg. (8u)
The corresponding expression for p^ is obtained by 
multiplying by (d2/d 0) and is
p'^ = 27T^ y4^ 2^  (86)
To allow for absorption, these expressions should be 
multiplied by (///q) in the case of symmetrical trans­
mission. If one now makes the simplifying assumption 
that in the synchrotron-radiation topograph the range 
of wavelengths involved in recording the whole of the 
spike intensity is not so great that the effective average 
of 2^P(2) differs much from its value for the sharp 
Bragg reflection, then the ratio =  p^/R^ (or its 
equal, p^/R^) will provide a measure of the relative 
contribution of diffuse reflection to sharp Bragg reflec­
tion on the synchrotron-radiation topographs as a 
function of wavelength. Taking absorption into ac­
count, one finds from (6) and (86),
Ci =
constant x 2 
D cosh B (9)
A set of relative values of Q  is included in Table 2, and 
their wavelength dependence is plotted in Fig. 11. 
There appears to be good general agreement between 
the calculated and observed trends of Q .
5.3. Wavelength dependence o f defect contrast
This simple analysis applies to diffraction contrast 
generated by the lattice rotation within the strain field 
of an individual X-ray topographically resolved defect. 
Attention is restricted to situations which can be 
treated as cases of plane strain. These are represented 
in the present specimen by (1) the displacements 
associated with the surface outcrops of growth-sector
boundaries, where the displacements are in a plane 
perpendicular to the line of outcrop, (2) the displace­
ments associated with the ion-bom barded patches in 
the plane norm al to the specimen surface and contain­
ing a diam eter of the patch, and (3) displacements in 
the plane normal to a polishing scratch. (In the last- 
mentioned case, it should be recognized that the 
scratches consist microscopically of a chain of partial 
ring cracks. However, if the diameters of the ring 
cracks and the spacing between cracks are both much 
smaller than the X-ray extinction distance, then the 
displacements will average out to a resultant displace­
ment in the plane norm al to the scratch at distances 
from the scratch greater than a certain distance which 
is still small compared with the extinction distance.) 
The analysis is a simplified version of that applied by 
Authier (1967) and others to calculate the width of the 
‘direct image’ of straight dislocation segments on X- 
ray topographs. (Dislocation images are absent in 
topographs of the present specimen.) Firstly, assume 
that the characteristics of the defect strain field are 
such that the lattice rotations it contains are inversely 
proportional to distance, r, from an axis defined by 
the geometry of the defect, and take place about that 
axis or one parallel to it. In the three cases considered, 
r is measured from, respectively, (1) the outcrop of 
the growth-sector boundary, (2) the tangent to the 
periphery of the patch, and (3) the centre line of the 
scratch. Assume too, for simplicity, that the diffraction 
vector is chosen so that the rotation axis is norm al 
to the plane of incidence: this condition will give 
maximum contrast. Next, assume that the crystal 
volume within which the lattice ro tation exceeds Aij/Q 
behaves as a kinematically reflecting ‘ideally imperfect’ 
crystal whose integrated reflection is given by (8a) or 
(86). As a crude approxim ation, this volume can be 
taken as equivalent to a cylinder whose axis is the 
origin of r. Its radius, is inversely proportional to 
A iJ/q, and the volume, V^ , of kinematically reflecting 
crystal per unit length of defect will be proportional to 
A ^ q ^. It is thus given by
(10)K =  constant x T ^2 ■^ COS^
The integrated intensity per unit length of image of the 
defect, Pfc, is given by or according to
whichever expression for integrated intensity per unit 
volume of imperfect crystal is appropriate. Adopting 
p \  and allowing for specimen absorption by m ultiply­
ing (86) by (///o), gives
Pk =  constant x {I/1q)cos  ^9g, (11)
in which the absence of explicit wavelength dependence 
is noteworthy. One may then define, as a measure of 
defect contrast on the topograph, the ratio given by
_ constant X cos^0B
AD cosh g  ■
(12)
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Values of Q  are listed in Table 2, taking € 2  = ! for 
2 =  0 057 nm. The m onotonie decrease in Q  as wave­
length increases is clearly in qualitative accord with the 
observations, and the- rate of decrease suggested does 
not seem to be manifestly incorrect quantitatively.
5.4. Contrast from  growth-sector boundaries
The contrast at growth-sector boundaries is prima 
facie  evidence that octahedral and cuboid growth 
m aterial have different lattice param eters. The vari­
ation with wavelength of the contrast of outcrops of 
the (lT l)/(001) boundary com pared with outcrops of 
the (TlT)/(OOT) boundary (as described in §4.2) in­
dicates that ao(octahedral) >  ao(cuboid), as explained 
below, but none of the contrast phenom ena recorded 
shows directly the m agnitude of this excess. It m ust be 
remembered that continuous-radiation topographs 
are insensitive to changes in the length of g unaccom ­
panied by any rotation of g. Thus the white line 
described in § 4.2 that is associated with the image of 
the X-ray entrance-surface outcrop of the (lTl)/(001) 
boundary cannot arise from image displacem ent due 
to different lengths of g on either side of the boundary. 
On the other hand, if it were due to a ro ta tion  of g then 
it should appear at all wavelengths. The fact that the 
white line [and  the dark  line associated with the 
(TlT)/(OOT) sector boundary outcrop  on the X-ray exit 
surface] appears only at the longest wavelength 
(except for a very faint trace of the white line de­
tectable with 2 =  0-2 nm) suggests that anom alous 
transmission and /or an X-ray refraction effect as­
sociated with wave-matching requirem ents a t the 
boundary are involved, but no plausible explanation 
in these terms has been developed so far.
Regarding the m agnitude of the difference 
dflo =  flo(octahedral) —ao(cuboid), one may tentatively 
assume that this m ixed-habit crystal behaves similarly 
to the specimens in the suite of diam onds of varying 
nitrogen content whose infrared absorption at 7-8 pm 
and lattice param eters were studied by Kaiser & Bond 
(1959). Then, from the excess absorption in the octa­
hedral com pared with the cuboid sectors of the pre­
sent specimen (Suzuki & Lang, unpublished), one 
would predict dflo/ûo =  14  x 10“ .^ Expressing this rel­
ative change in term s of the change, Adg, of Bragg 
angle at a given wavelength one finds that AdgC^0-2A\l/Q 
for all the wavelengths listed in Table 1. In § 4.2 it was 
pointed out that there is stronger area contrast from 
the (111)/(001) boundary than from the (lT l)/(001) 
boundary at wavelengths of 0-1 nm and lower. At these 
shorter wavelengths absorption is negligible and no 
simple explanation is forthcom ing from dynamical 
theory for this disparity in contrast. Perhaps one may 
invoke the presence of m ore d istortion associated with 
the former boundary having characteristics that would 
lead to wavelength dependence of contrast varying 
similarly to the ratio C2 (see § 5.2 and Table 2).
Finally, to explain the contrast a t the outcrops of 
these grow th-sector boundaries, one m ust look at the 
curvature of the Bragg planes in the vicinity of the 
outcrops which results from the coherency strains 
involved in connecting two plates of crystal having a 
lattice-param eter difference such that ao(octahedral) 
> Uo(cuboid). O ne sees th a t at the (lTl)/(001) boun­
dary outcrops the sense of Bragg-plane curvature is 
such that the direction of the radius draw n tow ards 
the centre of curvature is sim ilar to the direction of g, 
whereas at the (TlT)/(OOT) boundary  the curvature has 
the opposite sense. This curvature reversal provides 
the dynam ical diffraction conditions (see, e.g. K ato, 
1974) under which, when anom alous transm ission 
becomes significant, i.e. at wavelengths of 0-15 nm  and 
greater, the diffracted beams from the (lT l)/(001) 
outcrop images will be relatively enhanced, and those 
from the (TlT)/(OOT) outcrop images relatively dim in­
ished. This behaviour is exhibited clearly in Figs. 7 and 
8, but the state of affairs in Fig. 9 is m ore complex.
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